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Rorie Harris next Campus Council chair
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Rorie Nicole Harris, chair of Campus Council.
WVN's Hunger and Homelessness Week
JAMIE MA PES
Last week, the campus was inun-
dated with organizations holding a-we- ek
of events to draw attention to
the problems tlicy deal with. In the
confusion, main people may liae
missed Hunger and Homelessness
Week, sponsored by the Woosicr
Volunteer Network.
Throughout the week. WVN held
events to publicize an issue that stu-
dents do not often think about: hun- -
ar
V Applications for the editor of
the Class of 2001 Baby Book
must be turned in lo Pat Watts (C-298- 3)
by 5 p.m. today.
V Information on Journey of
Hope is available from Greg
Overend in the Lowry Center
Director's Office.
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ger. Hanging all over campus where
small red signs asking. "What are
you doing about it?"
In addition to the ever-prese- nt
signs. WVN Co-Cha- ir Bilal Zuberi
"99 held a two day last to raise
money lor the local People to People
organization. Tuesday and Wednes-
day Zuberi sal in Lowry collecting
donations from students while they
w alked up local their meals. "I iried
to make people realize thai by giv-
ing me a dollar they would be doing
V Blue Books will be available all
day Saturday at Lowry Front Desk.
V As a trial run, the Sunday news-
paper w ill be available at the Lowry
Front Desk starting next semester.
Wfri confidence in new members,
changes and her role as chair
DAWN PACKER
Rorie Nicole Harris '99 will be-
gin her career on Campus Council
as the organization's chair. The
1997-9- 8 Council convened follow-
ing the last meeting of this year's
Council on Tuesday and took nomi-
nations for the chair position; when
the vote came in, Harris found her-
self as the mediator for the campus
forum for discussion between stu-
dents, faculty and administration.
Harris describes the chair's role
primarily as an organizational one.
The chair should facilitate discus-
sion and organize the agenda, "keep
the meeting on track and prevent too --
many tangets ... making sure every-
thing stays on task."
Though this will be Harris' first
year serving on Council, she has
served on SGA as a Senator her first
year and this year has been director
of public relations.
She looks forward tu moving tu
the "next level and working more
with faculty and administration"
instead of passing legislation in SGA
and "having someone else take it to
Council."
Before Council can start any new
courses of action next year, it must
first Finalize a number of carry-ove- r
issues from this year. Most imme-
diately demanding attention is the
motion regarding the Committee on
Sticial Organization seats, tabled bv
a lot. That one dollar doesn't mean
a lot to them now. but it could feed
achild for a day in another country."
said Zuberi.
Zuberi also wanted people to re-
alize that any contribution helps, no
'.natter how small "Small contribu-
tions add- - up to so much."
On Wednesday. W VN held T'n-ius- t
Desserts' in Babcock. 1 his pro-gia- m
alti-mptc- d to simulate the un-
equal division ol resources in the
world. Each student not a ticket say
V Fall 1997 job openings are
available with the Recycling De-
partment, the Office ofCam pus Min-
istries and Career Services. Contact
Student Employment (x2234) lo fill
out an application.
the 1996-9- 7 Council this week
"We' 11 have to deal with that as soon
as we get back," Harris said, since it
is Council's duty to appoint those
seats.
Other issues she sees in the fore-
front include the new funding tier
system, which will begin its estab-
lishment with Council during sec-
ond semester funding next year, and
the club sport council. "It's impor-
tant to get to some kind of comple-
tion point," Harris stated.
She recognized that "some people
might be concerned because it's my
first year on Council." a trait com-
mon to the other two student at-lar- ge
seal-holde- rs (Ben Mizer '99
and D.J. Francis "(X)) as well. Harris
does not fear for this "brand new
Council with no Council experi-
ence." however, T think we have a
good group of people." she said,
"hard-workin- g people who are dedi-
cated."
. She also cited the role of the fac-
ulty and administrative members of
the organization in helping the in-
coming students to orient them-
selves. "They understand that stu-
dents are new andlhey're willing to
give us an idea what kind of things
we should be looking at."
Overall. Harris expressed great
faith in the ability of this new Coun-
cil to learn and take effect rapidly,
saying. "We may stumble slightly,
but we'll persevere in the end."
ing which country they were from,
.and according to the ticket they were
allowed to choose a dessert based
on their country 's wealth.
The crowning event o! tiie week
was Saturday "s Reality Market I bis
eentgae --.indents the opportunity
to see Ust how difficult it is to live
in lodav's work' and the choices
that must be, made. W VN set up
booths in Lowry and students weie
please see WVN. page 2
V The Wooster Symphony per-
forms in McGaw Chapel tonight at
8:15 p.m.
V Kevin James' senior recital on
trumpet begins at 7:30 p.m. in
Scheide Gault tomorrow.
Senior
Honoraria
Ayesha Bell
Andrew Duker
Brian Friedman
Cameron Flint
Ebony Green
Renee Grogg
Robyn Hill
Tameshea Joseph
Stephen Penrod
Andrew Weaver
Mariama Whyte
Donnell Wvche
Judicial Board
Appointments
JUDICIAL BOARD:
Rouell Levy '98
Megan Schatz '98
Erica Moser '99
Brad Townsend '00
Valentina Antonova '98
HEARING COUNSELORS :
Brian Cnndall '98
Richard Anderson '00
Jessica Griffin '99
Amy Arnold 'M4
Hope Reese '99
Adnenne Eerraro '00
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' Scholarships are available to
students w ho attended Baxter El-
ementary School in Canton. Ohio.
Also open is the Careers in Ad-
vertising Scholarship Competi-
tion. Applications are available
in the Financial Aid Office.
V Don't forget to pick up Exam
Care Packages !his weekend.
News- - $1997Page 2 May
News Briefs
NATIONAL
Talks resumed Thursday between Texas officials and separatist Richard
McLaren, and authorities restored electricity to the compound that they had
earlier shut off. Mike Cox. spokesman for the Texas Department of Public
Safety, said McLaren broke the two-da-y impasse in negotiations Thursday
morning when he answered a phone call from police shortly after Cox and
McLaren's attorney spoke on a local radio talk show. Once contact was re-
established, the electricity was turned back on at the trailer where McLaren,
his w ife, and 1 1 other separatists have been holed up for five days. "As long
as they're talking with us. the (Texas) Rangers have decided to leave their
power on." he said--. The power was turned off in an effort to apply pressure
to help end the standoff. The standoff near Fort Davis began Sunday after
members of the group took two neighbors hostage in retaliation for the
arrests of two followers. Both hostages were released a day later in
exchange for one of the jailed followers. Members of various groups
maintain that the annexation of Texas into the United States in 1845 was
illegal and that Texas should be an independent country.
The San Diego Zoo's giant pandas. Bai Yun and Shi Shi. did not mate
this spring and missed a once-a-ye- ar opportunity to produce babies, their
keepers said Tuesday. Hopes for offspring were raised earlier this month
when Bai Yun showed signs of going into heat an event that lasts less than
48 hours and occurs only once a year. They were paired twice a day for
several hours and taken offdisplay, but Shi Shi was not interested in mating.
Donald G. Lindburg. a behaviorist with the Center for Reproduction of
Endangered Species at the San Diego Zoological Society, said that despite
the farlure. he is not too disappointed because at least the female appeared
interested in mating.
INTERNATIONAL
In what was billed by the government as the largest May I fete since the
1 959 Cuban Revolution, over a million Cubans marched through the Plaza
of the Revolution to celebrate May Day Thursday President Fidel Caslro.
w ho came to power early in 1959 alter leading a guerrilla campaign against
dictator Fulgcncio Batista, was on hand to observe what also is known as
International Labor Day . He saluted the marchers as they passed by him and
a statue of national hero Jose Marti. The government said the march was
a sign of support for Cuba's one-part- y system and a protest against attempts
by the United Slates to nd the island of Communism. "That is the reason
that May I becomes a referendum as an answer to Mr. Clinton's pretensions
in the message he sent to the U.S. Congress." said Pedro Ross, leader of the
Cuban Workers Union, the nation's only labor union. In January. Clinton
proposed a democratic transition plan for Cuba. Cubans also oppose the
U.S. economic embargo against the island, which has made fuel, food,
medicine, spare parts, toilet paper, soap and other items scarce. Last year.
Clinton signed the so-call- ed Helms-Burto- n Law. aimed at cutting off all
investment in Cuba in order to strangle its economy and, ultimately, any and
all support for Castro.
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Goliard editors named
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
Wooster's literary magazine. The
Goliard, will be welcoming two new
co-edito- rs next year. Holly Kyle
'99 and Sally Thelen '98 have both
been appointed to the position of
editing the art. fiction and poetry
that is submitted to the magazine
yearly.
Currently a member of the fiction
staff of The Goliard, Kyle spoke of
some changes that she would like to
see instigated next year in the pro-
duction and perception of the maga-
zine. "The Goliard needs to be
brought to more of an every person
level, more to the mainstream of
campus," Kyle said.
She went on to explain that she
does not want people to think of the
magazine as an "elitist" publication,
but rather as a literary work for ev-
eryone. "I'd like to see more than
Juniors study archaeology in Cyprus
NEWS SERVICES
Two juniors. Sarah Harris and
John Oswald, have each received a
$3.2(X)grant from the National Sci-
ence Foundation to participate in
the Athicnou Archaeological Project
in central Cyprus this summer.
Harris, an archaeology and classi-
cal studies major, w ill participate in
a study of pathology in the human
remains from the Malloura site and
Megara Tepesi. She will be record-
ing and interpreting pathologies and
using the results to reconstruct the
patterns of life of the ancient popu-
lations.
"I am planning on going to gradu-
ate school in archaeology," said
Harris. "Field experience is a good
thing in any discipline, but espe-
cially in archaeology. As a result. I
am quite grateful for the NSFgrant."
Harris has served as a Latin tutor
and been a student assistant to
VivianHolIiday, a professor of clas-
sical studies and history.
Oswald, also an archaeology and
classical studies major who is from
Toledo, is planning to pursue a ca-
reer in classical archaeology fol-
lowing graduate studies. He will
just people in the English depart-
ment buying it, or people buying it
just because they know someone
who is published in it."
The process of judging and edit-
ing submissions for publication will
definitely help Kyle in her planned
future endeavors as a teacher. She
sounds genuinely excited when she
says. "It's just a great magazine full
of everyone's friends writing. I
think everyone should buy it." Kyle
also expresses anticipation about
working with Thelen next year.
Thelen is currently in New York for
the semester.
The head of the publication com-
mittee. Carolyn Durham, stated that
the publication committee is "very
happy" with the appointment of Kyle
and Thelen as co-edito- rs. "Hope-
fully they will help to encourage the
publication of poetry, prose, and fic-
tion on campus."
participate in a
study of architectural patterns and
activity areas at the Malloura site.
He will compare the various types
of architecture associated with dif-
ferent areas and components at the
site in an attempt to determine how
architectural form relates to the so-
cial and economic variation at the
site.
"liver since high school. I've been
interested in looking into the past
and seeing how people lived in rela-
tion to modern cultures." said
Oswald. I'm very interested in see-
ing how the ancients lived and what
they built."
At Wooster. Oswald is a depart-
mental assistant for the Department
of Classical Studies and Archaeol-
ogy. He also was a research assis-
tant for Nigel R. Brush, a former
member of Wooster's archaeology
faculty.
"This is an important program,
because it makes it possible for un-
dergraduate students to have an op-
portunity to engage in archaeologi-
cal field work at a very early stage in
their academic careers and apply
what they have learned in class to an
actual field setting." said Nick
Still need a summer job?
The OSUATI hosts a summer camp spon-
sored by the National Science Foundation for
seventh and eighth graders interested in the
sciences. The program is in need of counse-
lorsresident assistants for this summer's
session.
Contact Dr. Clyde Opoiger
at 330264-391- 1 ext. 1299
WVN
continued from page I
given so much money and a list of
items that needed to be purchased.
The money, though, would not be
enough to buy all of the items, so
students had to choose the most
important commodities.
"When we came up with the idea
for Reality Market we knew we would
need items to 'sell,' so we asked fac-
ulty to donate food, money, and
clothes. The outcome was very good,
almost everyone came through. We
collected a lot of food. It was a very
good response," said Zuberi.
Overall, Zuberi feels the week
went quite well. "I was very happy
with the publicity and the attendance.
I want people to remember the week,
not just one thing. I'm happy w ith
the money, but I want to make people
realize that this is one issue that no
one person can do anything about."
Kardulias. an anthropology and ar-
chaeology professor who is one of
the co-direct- ors of the Cyprus
project.
The Athienou Archaeological
Project, which has been sponsored
for several years by Davidson Col-
lege, trains students in archaeologi-
cal field methods and techniques
and introduces them to the rich his-
tory and culture of Cyprus. Located
at the crossroads of Asia. Africa and
Furope. Cyprus has been an impor-
tant location in the civilized world
for thousands of years. The Malloura
Valley site was occupied from the
seventh century B.C. through the
19th century. While conducting the
field studies, the students will live in
the small town of Athienou and learn
about life in modern Cyprus.
"Students who did the program
with me two years ago have gone on
to graduate school in anthropology
or archaeology." said Kardul ias. "In
addition, a number of them have
given papers about their projects. I
expect similar results for the stu-
dents who will be participating this
summer. The program is an excel-
lent launching pad for a-car- eer in
archaeology or anthropology."
Leftover Drive
Thursday from I to 4 p.m. '
Accepting clothing, perishable!
foods, furniture and other irems
for donation local non-prof- it a
organizations.
Questions? Call
Carmen (x3526)
Sponsored by the Sciences ,
and Humanities Program.
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Students exhibit the
JUSTIN LUDWIG
For a few short hours Thursday
afternoon, students in Professor John
Gate's "The Decision, to Drop the
A-Bo-
mbs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki" class put on display sev-
eral presentations representing the
culmination of (heir work in that
class.
The idea behind their presenta-
tions was to produce the kind of
exhibit that the Smithsonian Institu-
tion should hav e used to address this
issue, rather than the display on
which it settled.
The class divided into four
groops. symbolically named "Fat
Man." "Little Boy." "Hiroshima."
and "Nagasaki." Two groups set up
their displays in Kauke classrooms,
while two set up their displays in
Lowry for greater visibility.
The Fat Man group (so named
' after the bombdropped on Nagasaki)
members were Luke Beachler '99.
Jim Boxall '99, Steve Brandes 99.
Mike Hahn '99. Rick Stanley '99.
and Allen Weaver '99. Their exhibit
included newspapers from World
War Two. flags and a Japanese ban-
ner, a model of --a Japanese Zero
airplane, and G.I. equipment. Hahn
said that the group intended to "edu-
cate people" about the reasons for
the dropping of the A-Bo- mb with
their exhibit. Other members of the
group claimed that their presenta-
tion was "much clearer than other
groups.'"
Varga to institute paleontology lab
NEWS SERVICES
Assistant geology professor Rob-
ert Varga has received a two-ye- ar
grant from the National Science
Foundation of more than $28,000.
which will be matched by the Col-
lege, to equip a paleomagnetics
laboratory in Wooster's Department
of Geology.
Paleomagnetism. which is the sci-
ence that deals with the intensity
and direction of residual magnetism
in ancient rocks, is a powerful geo-
logic research tool. As various types
of rocks are formed by heat, pres-
sure or sedimentation, extremely
small magnetic particles w ithin them
behave like tiny compass needles
and orient themselves toward mag-
netic north.
Geologists can measure the direc-
tion in which these particles point
and determine the directional shifts
in the rocks since their formation.
One important geologic use is track-
ing the movements of continents
since their initial formation.
Varga intends to use the new
paleomagnetics equipment to con-
tinue some of his research projects
dealing with rock structures in the
western United States and Cyprus
-
-
--
. i-
-
Other students examine the exhibit
The Little Boy group (so named
after the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima) members were Karl
Bekeny '99. Madhujit (Dinki) Gosh
'99. Matthew Peterson '99. Hans
Ramseyer '99, and Josh Sony '99.
Their presentation included a short
video, a model of the Enola Gay,
and a slide show on a PowerBook.
Bekeny said the group wanted to
where the nature of the accessible
prevailing rocks makes its very dif--f
cult todetcrmine the orientation of
these rocks when they were first
formed as well as what has hap-
pened to them since formation.
"Paleomagnetism gives me a way
to assess the direction in which the
rocks were formed originally and
what has happened to them since
their formation," said Varga. "For
instance, we know from paleomag-neti- c
studies that the island ofCyprus
has shifted about 90 degrees coun-
terclockwise. This is just one ex-
ample of how we can measure con-
tinental rotation and other move-
ment with paleomagnetism."
Also, archeologists can use pa-
leomagnetism as a means of dating
ancient sites of civilization. For in-
stance, the very small magnetic par-
ticles in such objects as ancient kilns
take on the orientation of magnetic
north when the kilns are heated to
very high temperatures to fire pot-
tery. The orientation of these par-
ticles are then locked in as the kilns
cooled. Scientists have known for a
long time that the rotational north
pole of the Earth and magnetic north
are not identical and that magnetic
north shifts around the polar region.
decision to
of the Nagasaki group in Lowry
show that "the United States should
have attempted other alternatives"
before dropping the A-Bo- mb. Other
groups characterized the Little Boy
exhibit as "well rounded."
The Hiroshima group members
were Dave Brenner "99. Andrea
Hiner '99, Margaret Pett "00, Mike
Putnam '99. and Julie Thiesen '99.
Their exhibit included a computer
By comparing the orientation of the
magnetic particles within the kilns
against the known shifts of mag-
netic north, archaeologists can de-
termine the approximate time dur-
ing which the kilns were last active.
In addition to its value as a re-
search tool. Varga notes that the
new paleomagnetism laboratory will
directly benefit current and future
students, even if they do not intend
to become science majors.
"All students need to gain some
farm" liarity with, and comprehension
of. scientific methods, regardless of
their ultimate career paths," said
Varga. "The new lab will address
the needs of geology majors as well
as other undergraduates for expo-
sure to analytical methods, scien-
tific experimentation and interpre-
tation of quantitative data.
"For many students, this may be
the only experience they'll have in
science during their academic ca-
reers." noted Varga. "Working with
this equipment in the lab will help
them understand where scientific
data comes from in the first place,
how it is produced and analyzed,
and why it means something. Even
if they don't pursue science, they'll
leave the class with an appreciation
drop the A
photo by Eric Bakken
yesterday.
multimedia presentation, a diorama
of a kamikaze raid on a battleship,
and G.I. uniforms. Pett said the
group's objective was "to remain
unbiased" and present questions to
viewers.
Joe Borchelt '99, Chuck Draper
'99, Todd Grubich '99. Ryan Pedley
'99, and Allen Ward '00 composed
the Nagasaki group, whose presen- -
on campus
of what science is and why it's valu-
able to society."
Varga also notes that while the
paleomagnetics laboratory will be
filled with a great deal of high-tec- h
equipment, it will be easy for stu-
dents to use.
"This is accessible technology."
said Varga. "Students will be able to
use it following some general -in- struction
and quickly get results in a
real world laboratory setting. It's
been my experience that students
take great pride in producing their
own data. The lab will give them a
hands-o- n science experience, and
they'll be able to feel good about the
results of their work."
The grant to Wooster was made
through the Laboratory Improve-
ment Program by the NSF's Depart-
ment of Undergraduate Hducation.
WestviewRetirementCommunity
is looking for
volunteers.
If you're interested, contact
Jeff Bassett at 264-864- 0.
-bomb
tation included models of the Enola
Gay and a Zero, timelines, a map of
the Hiroshima bomb site and a video.
Draper said the group wanted to
"present the chain of events which
led up" to the dropping of the Atomic
Bomb, as well as the aftermath. Other
groups thought that the Nagasaki
group was "the most comprehen-
sive."
All of the groups" exhibitions in-
cluded text sections which addressed,
the inside politics of. the alterna-
tives to. the cost in terms of human
life of. the racism present behind,
and the ethics of the decision todrop
the A-Bom- b. The groups all indi-
cated they believed it was important
to educate their fellow Americans
about the reality of the decision, "so
we don"t let it happen again."" as
Ward said.
Several of the few people from
outside of the class who viewed the
exhibits were impressed. The pre-
sentations "increased my under-
standing" of the decision to drop the
Bomb, commented Sarah Sanderson
'98. Bilal Zuberi '99 thought the
Nagasaki group's video presenta-
tion was especially "touching." It
reminded him of the "reality of what
would happen" if a nation ever de-
cided to use nuclear weapons.
This seems to be the value which
these history projects exhibit. "The
importance" of these presentations,
as Sanderson said, is "that this be
remembered and never happen
again."
Small
Saturdav:2 to 4 p.m. in
Holden Basement.
Cost: $5 per item or box.
Items must be clearly
marked with your full name,
home address and next
year's residence hall.
Large
Saturday:
10 to 10:30 a.m. Pick-u- p
outside Wagner, near
Kittredge.
10:30 to 11 a.m. Pick-u- p in
the Douglass parking lot.
1 1 to 1 1 :30 a.m. Pick-u- p in
Andrews parking lot.
1 1 :30 a.m. to noon. Pick-u- p
outside Holden .Lowry side.
Cost: $10 per couch or
other item. All must be
clearly marked with your
full name, home address
and next year's residence
hall.
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SGA and Wilson Bookstore discuss book policies
The follow ing document, drafted
by the Wilson Bookstore Ad Hoc
Committee which is chaired by Jen
Buckley "V9. was unanimously ap-
proved by SGA on Wednesday.
The Student Government Assiv-eiatio- n
and Jackie Middleton. man-
ager of the Florence O. Wilson Book-Mor- e,
have worked throughout the
semester todiseuss student concerns
and foster a strong relationship be-
tween the hookstorc and the student
body. The results of this dialogue
are presented here by SGA. SGA
w ill continue to ensure student con-
cerns are addressed through such
discussions.
( )ne of the most ohv urns concerns
of students is the amount of money
received when selling back books.
In our meetings w ith Middleton. the
Student Government AsstKrialion
expressed this concern.
The book buy-bac- k is adminis-
tered by an independent wholesaler,
who is not in any way related to the
Wilson Bookstore. There are two
classificationsof books thai students
are returning.
One type is re-adopl- ed texts
those books being used again by
professors; the other is non re-adop- ted
texts those not being used
again by professors.
The Wilson Bookstore instructs
the independent wholesaler to give
students 50 percent of the new price
for all re-adop- ted books until the
bookstore has plenty of books for
the next semester. That means that
if a book is going to be used by a
professor the next semester and the
new price is $50. then you will re-
ceive $25.
However, if professors do not re-
turn the list of books that they plan
to use again next year, the Wilson
Bookstore is forced to consider all
of these books non re-adop- ted until
they have been informed otherwise.
All non re-adopt- ed book prices
are subject to national demand and
average national price as perceived
by the independent wholesaler.
When you return a non re-adopt- ed
book you are at the mercy of the
wholesaler and not the bookstore.
The independent w holesaler is not
paid for his serv ices, but rather, his
payment is in the form of the non re-adop- ted
books he is given the op-
portunity topurchase from students.
Students must realize that even if
a book is not re-adopt- ed for one
Book Buy-Bac- k Hours
Monday, May 5 Thursday, May 8
Friday, May 9
Regular Summer Hours
Monday Thursday
Friday
RAsFall Sports Teams on Campus
Saturday, August 23
New Students Arrive
Monday, August 25
to
Saturday, August 30
Sunday, August 31
Classes Begin
Monday, September 1
Tuesday, September 2
Wednesday, September 3
semester, it may be for the next. For
example, if a class is only offered in
the spring, the books will not be re-adop- ted
until the following spring.
Students are encouraged to talk with
their professors about the re-adopt- ion
status of their books.
SGA will work with the depart-
ment heads in order to ensure text-
book re-adopti- ons are received be-
fore book buyback. allowing stu-
dents the opportunity to sell back
readopted texts for half of the cur-
rent new price. SGA recognizes
Guaranteed Gredit Cards With Credit
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No Cbfdit. Mn Job. Ho Paremt-Sickf-b. Ho SFntni
no credit bad credit no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
that professors may not wish to rc-ado- pl
texts and take time to search
for. new material in order to keep
class material up to date.
The bookstore has been w illing to
discuss these issues, and has offered
to research the ideas that have come
about through our discussions.
The book buyback and book pric-
ing are the most important issues to
dD(wJktt(WTr(B
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
Noon
8:30
8:30
regular
SGA at this time. This is where we
look for continued cooperation by
the Wilson Bookstore.
If students encounter any prob-
lems at book buyback. questions
may be directed to the Wilson Book-
store. This semester's book buyback
will take placeon the following days.
We have all seen the piles of paper
advertising who is buying and sell-
ing books tacked to the Lowry bul-
letin board the first few weeks of
every semester. SGA recognizes
that purchase and exchange of books
Limits I vant
CREDITMAX.
-rv nrpnciii Nmk.
it
between students alleviates the need
for a middleman, allowing students
to save money. In "the past. SGA has
looked for ways to facilitate these
transactions, and next semester a
new proposal will take effect.
Instead of hundreds of ads lacked
all over by students. SGA plans to
create a collective book barter ad-
vertising system. Two large blank
9 a.m. 5 p.m.
9 a.m. I p.m.
a.m. 5 p.m.
a.m. 4 p.m.
a.m. Ip.m.
a.m. 5 p.m.
5 p.m.
a.m. 7 p.m.
a.m. 7 p.m.
hours resume
sheets will be tacked to SGA board,
both which will be sectioned off by
department. On the first, students
can write in the titles of the books
they are looking to buy, according
to the department which offers the
class, and their extension. On the
other, students can write in their
extension and the titles of books
they are offering for sale. .
Of course, we realistically expect
to also see some graffiti, but we are
convinced that at a college of ap-
proximately 1 700 students, the Book
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Barter will effectively assist stu-
dents in the direct purchase and ex-
change of books with other students.
Students need to be aware of the
return policy at the Wilson Book-
store. Any item may be returned
for full credit within ten days of
purchase with the correct receipt.
Of course, the items must be in the
same condition they were at pur-
chase.
If a book is being returned, w ith
receipt, after the ten day return pe-
riod has expired, and the class for
which the bnk is used has been
dropped, the student will receive a
credit voucher lor the price of the
book if the change in classes is con-
firmed by the registrar's office.
During the first two weeks of class,
the Bookstore will credit payment
for the hooks in the same form in
which payment was made.
At the meeting with Middleton.
members of SGA also discussed
problems with the backpack drop-
off site in the front of the bookstore.
Some students fear that their bags
will be mistakenly carried off;
some resent having to leave their
bags when they are only going to
be in the bookstore for a few min-
utes; still others dislike the clutter
created by the plethora of back-
packs.
Joe Kirk, director of security, con-
ducted an unofficial survey of stu-
dents carrying bags out of the store.
Two of the ten students he spoke to
had inadvertently taken the wrong
backpack, thereby revealing that
there is a problem with mistaken
bags.
One proposed solution to this
problem was to remove the new
book section in the front of the
bookstore during book rush, and
replace it with numbered hooks upon
which students could hang their coats
and bags.
This would prevent the pile of
backpacks on the floor and clear the
enlranceway to the bookstore. This
suggestion was received with gen-
eral approval.
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What evil lurks in the heart of OneMan
We on the Voice staff were fortunate enough to receive a correspondence
from the author of the mysterious letter who wrote about Women's Week.
We as an editorial board agreed not to run the letter, based on the fact that
the author or authors refuse to reveal hishertheir identity and refer only to
himherthemselves as OneMan. We find this action cowardly and indirect
offense to all parties involved. OneMan, if you feel so strongly about a
certain subject, the way to go about affecting a change is not to hide in
anonymity, but to let your voice be heard. It is a shame that this is the last
issue of the Voice, for we're sure that you would have come out of the closet
eventually. OneMan, despite the fact that both letters contained inconsis-
tencies and contradictions. But for now and forever, this issue lies buried
in an unmarked grave.
To those who excelled ...
All too often.events are portrayed in a purely negative light. While
negativity is more noticeable than positive deeds and is reported as thus,
there have been several student organizations that have had "banner years."
The Wooster Volunteer Network had several new innovations as well as
dedicated leadership. "Just Desserts" was a terrific and unique way to get
people acquainted with the small house program and Bilal's two-da- y
starvation caught the eye of many. They were all over the newspaper
because they were innovative, publicized themselves well and worked in
the student body's interests.
The Women's Resource Center offered many opportunities for the.
student body to get involved and interested in women's rights. Take Back
the Night was a resounding success for the second year in a row. Hopefully,
the day will come when we do not need to take back the night it will be
everyone's night.
Soup and Bread was on the verge of extinction coming into this year,
barely making the traditional Tuesday quota for dinner. After much hard
work and publicity, they had to cap the number of students and added a
Tuesday lunch. Our hats off to a fine resurrection.
What do these three organizations, as well as other unnamed, yet equally
deserving ones, have in common? They go out an contact students,
publicize and ask for nothing in return. They are an outlet for the students,
representing their true interests. Let's hope other organizations take note.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
The Wooster Voice
Letters
Writer urges awareness of Sri
Dear Editor:
Hi! My name is Sheanaand I'ma
sophomore from Sri Lanka. Don't
know where that is? Check your
shirtpantsshortsunderwear. At
least one item in your wardrobe prob-
ably proudly proclaims "Made in
Sri Lanka". I have met Americans
who have been under the impres-
sion that Sri Lanka was in South
America, or Africa... some didn't
realize it existed. "Heyy!", some-
one said to me when I told himher
where I was from, "My shirt's from
there !". "How much did you pay for
it?", I asked.'i don't know, my Mom
bought it for me".
When I came here, every store
from Walmart to JC Penny, to Sears,
to the GAP, Guess, and even
Victoria's Secret - you name it --
carried Sri Lankan made clothes.
Not surprising since the primary
source of income for Sri Lankans is
through garment exportation and the
United States is the primary exporter
of all Sri Lankan clothes. Sri Lanka's
garment export industry is now
worth well over $1.5 billion and is
expected to increase to $3.5 billion
by the year 2000. However, the
minimum wage in the industry is
supposedly $36 per month. Pretend
that you are garment factory worker;
your daily salary would then be
roughly $1.80. However, a typical
work week consists of five days.
Assuming that you do not save any
portion of your salary, you are left
with $ 1 .20 per day, for thirty days.
There are hundreds of thousands
of workers- - mainly women- - in these
factories island wide and these
women go through all the hardships
of being a factory worker, day in day
out. The women are so poor that
they will work for minimum wage
or less (because something is better
than nothing, right?) and many times
these women have no proper medi-
cal care, are at huge risk of injury,
and have to incur costs of transpor-
tation from home or lodging away
from home and family. Often, the
women feel obligated to send a part
of their salaries to their families
which leaves them with next to noth-
ing to survive on. Many of the
workers don't eat enough and mal-
nutrition and lung diseases are com-
monplace. To make matters worse,
these female factory workers are
often sexually harassed.
Did you know that approximately
60 percent of the clothes available in
the United States is manufactured
abroad? But worker exploitation
does not occur only outside the US:
according to the US Labor Depart-
ment more than hal fof the over 20,000
garment contractors do not pay work-
ers minimum wage and working con-
ditions are highly questionable.
It's kind of hard for me to forget
images of things that have made a
huge impact on my life. Many people
here at Wooster are very fortunate;
you don't even realize how fortu-
nate you are. Be thankful for what
you have got. My intention was not
to tell you to STOP ordering from
Victoria's Secret catalogs or stop
buying from your favorite Structure
store; I just wanted to make you more
aware of what it's like for the people
who make your clothes... what they
have to go through lo put together the
plaid that cost more than one person
earns in a month (on sale!). I per
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sonally know many women who
work in garment factories in Sri
Lanka and although they work 9
hour days and make many, many
clothes in that one day, they make
around a buck for all their hard work.
Imagine you have to survive on
$ I today; imagine you are a woman
with kids and your parents are living
with you; imagine having toeat bread
all day long and having to drink just
water or tea - no Dr. Pepper, no
Coke. Imagine not having any food
to eat. Hard to imagine? And you
thought not having cable TV was a
dire problem... The reality is that
you will'never go through what many
people in the Third World go through
every single day. The rich will get
richer and the poor will get poorer.
Seeing people rummaging through
garbage dumps is not uncommon
back home. One day I passed a
woman and her three children going
through a trash dump, picking out
left-ov- er food (and I mean all that
food that's gone bad and smells foul
after a couple of days). They then
found a couple of rusty tins out of
the dump and bent over the drai ns on
either side of the roau and used these
tins to get water out of the drain.
When they started to drink the wa-
ter, it took all I had to stop myself
from throwing up - the drains were
directly connected to the sewage
system of that area.
This is poverty folks. Like it oi
not, it exists. You may not have to
be exposed to it, and indeed may
never be. but I wanted to let you
know the story behind the clothes
you wear. Are your hands clean ?
Sheana Balasuriya '99
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Arrogance: destroyer of kingdoms, etc . . . part deux
Editor expounds on why he doesn 't car about how to win friends and influence people
So this is my fictiiional sounding board, my
moment of glory. Traditionally, the out-goin- g
editor uses their final issue as a time to
recollect all they
James Roller have learned, loved
and hated while
steering the paper where they steer it varies,
just ask Todd Lewis in Georgia) through the
muddled waters of news, sports, viewpoints,
features, sports and the always changing enter-
tainment section (currently livingarts foryour
dining pleasure).
I entered this year as the low ly sports editor,
the bottom of the masthead, stuck in a world
of scores, stats and bodies in motion. I ended
as editor w hile still a sophomore, a baby in the
world of adults. I was in awe of SGA, Campus
Council. They were Zeuses on Mt. Olympus
w ith the ear of Galpin. How wrong I was!
Those icons of Donnell. Steve and Andy came
crashing down. "They are human after all!
cried the enlightened editor. I thought the
editor of the Voice was a sacred pulpit; once
again I was foiled by reality. It is a chair of no
thanks, except by friends, full of cries of
slander, bias nevermind the quality is better
than most if not all comparable schools around
here. Have you seen Kenyon's paper? I didn't
think so. Those upperclassmen of you who
remember the paper of old should never com-
plain without regarding the strides aestheti-
cally and journalistically made since, oh, one
year ago. But stay on your toes.
I have seen good leadership and bad leader-
ship, and hope I have offered the former in my
brief tenure .as Lord of the Newsprint. I could
have done a better job as a first grader running
the College Republicans than Andrew Weaver.
Thus, we award the same person $500 for his
leadership qualities. Give a white man with
khakis a title and he's elevated to the level
above accountability. I am convinced that if
Stephen Penrod had dressed as a leader
"should" he would have been treated with
more respect than a potted plant.
Much of the year was focused on funding
and its "fiasco" an apt phrase that was
claimed to be a biased slander when anyone
w ho knew w hat happened would have agreed
wholeheartedly. I know I think it was an
embarrassment to this campus and the new
legislation was even moreso. I think the
powers that be realize that, but leadership is
acting, not regretting.
To the outgoing president, I say this: Steve,
you are too nice of a guy for campus politics.
I, along with many others, voted for you
because you were down to earth and had an
ego less than the size of Alaska which the
Campus Council chair reputedly has the only
ego larger than your alternative did, and I
hoped your Senate and Cabinet would rally
behind you. Rather, they only screwed around
with parliamentary procedure behind your
back. I vote them no-confide- nce two years
in a row for the Senate and tell you that you
were in a no-w- in position. Yes, you could
have done better, but you dedicated your
time to the College in a way no one else did
and that is commendable. But, honestly, law
for a career, Steve? Please, go write a book
on knitting first. I cannot picture you in a
court, trying to bend the rules to the point of
snapping. Now, if your Senate would act as
co-couns- el, then maybe, but you'd lose all
your cases. Enjoy your subscription to the
Voice next year as we have a vocal member
of that very Senate running the show. Or
circus as I suspect it will be. People will be
begging you to return to the gavel.
While Steve stuck it out. other leaders did
not. For those that did not, I question any
attempt to disrespect this staff or paper. We
made it through three editors this year and five
in the past two. To mockingly insult the
quality without acknowledging the difficulty
of putting out a newspaper week in and week
out makes no sense. And for those who do
know that difficulty, it is even more hypocriti-
cal. That respect is called professionalism
I suppose my dictionary is old and outdated.
This has been a historic year, with President
Hales' inauguration how many students wit-
ness an inauguration during college?, the
death of members of our family and the
family's subsequent efforts to glorify and
remember those names in every action. The
proudest moment of my col lege career to date
was being in the stands, on the floor and in the
mob during the men's basketball's "The
Battle." Yet I was approached by a member of
my own sfaff and chastised for wasting paper
and running a special edition for a basketball
game. How ignorant! Why complain when
you can be involved and earn the right to do
something about it?
How many people care that our cricket team
formed for the first time ever and came within
a hair of defeating the only college team in the
nation? What is the significance of this? The
ignorance, not the cricket, for those who care to
ask and read already know. Ifyoudonotaskor
know or strive to find out, I speak not to you.
We have lived through one of the greatest
years in our College's storied history. When
the biggest story as voted by students is not the
president's inauguration, but the campus com-
ing together, even if for only one night, then
there is something to be said. And now, I have
gone down in the annals of history as a part of
What can we do? The fight against prejudice continues
It's insidious, a cancerous growth that
spreads and kills all hope. It's violent and
leaves no room for the quiet moment on your
' back porch chat
Toni Mandry ting with friends.Is this the next
alien invasion? A natural disaster of some
kind? Rest assured, natural or extraterrestrial
forces have no hand in this. I am talking about
prejudice and racism. Prejudice of any kind
becomes a problem, as Heather Fitz Gibbon of .
the Sociology Department put it, . . . w hen it
limits the conversations we can have "
So w hat can we do? What can we do to stop
the racism and prejudice that limits our con-
versations? Even with the answers on how to
do it. the path towards a prejudice-fre- e world"""'
will be difficult, most especially not for the
children but for those of us w ho are used to
prejudice and will find it hard to change.
Change is uncomfortable and we prize our
comfort.
In a session that was set up in Lowry this
Wednesday, the suggestions that people came
up with to combat prejudice can be divided
into three different categories: how to affect
change on campus, how to do it on a mass
scale (globally) and finally, theoretical ideas
about what they want people eventually to see
when they look at others. For example, Ali
Rauf '98 wanted people to see beauty in all
colours. A number of individuals also con-
sented to video interviews and commented on
their personal experiences and examples of
racism they saw on campus and in their own
lives.
Maria Dobray '00 noted that as a Jew living
in Russia she had been denied the chance for
higher education. When asked what possibly
could be done to combat prejudice, Dobray
said there were no solutions. Most others had
more positive suggestions. Ebony Green '97,
who had her own uncomfortable experience
in Buehler's freshman year, suggested an-
other alternative. She suggested that people
see how the other (whoever that may be) lives
and that that will lead to better understanding
and tolerance. Fitz Gibbon also pointed out a
specific instance of prejudice when she re-
ferred to "the blatant homophobia on cam-
pus" shown in the ripping down of Gay, Les-
bian Bisexual Alliance (GLBA) signs.
Among the theoretical suggestions people
had were, according to Betsy Nettelbeck '98,
to "fight ignorance by having diversity; people
become awarer of difference by interacting
with those who are different. Chris Ditchman
97 said that people needed to be "both more
self-awa- re and other-awar- e. Ditchman be-
lieves that once this awareness is attained that
then our thoughts and actions should become
more tolerant. However, the just becoming
more other-awar- e is not the answer. Through-
out history, people and nations have been
aware of the differences between people to
such an extent that fear has been the reaction
and violence and war the extension. This is
when the theoretical stops being useful and
the concrete must come into play.
The suggestions for change on campus
ranged from the outlandish to the profound.
Damon Hickey, the director of libraries,
thought that perhaps forums in which the
issue of race at the college and in the town
itself were aired would be useful. Deborah
Stengle '99 sees division on campus as harm-
ful and suggests the integration of housing
and campus groups. Sue Dugovic, a security
officer here on campus, believes that eradicat-
ing prejudice begins with the individual. Al-
though these are all good steps toward bring-
ing this college closer to the ideal of a prejudic-
e-free environment, they are not enough
because the college is a self-contain- ed area
and we must begin to educate and change the
outside worlds as well.
The ideas that were proposed to affect the
world globally focused mainly on education
as the key. Lasaly Changkachith '98 con-
cisely summed up the steps she believed were
necessary for the end of prejudice. She stated
that first one needed to evaluate the self and
question whether we are afraid of racism and
some of the most dramatic and historic events
in Wooster. And isn't that what life is all
about, being a part of something great.
Seniors, hold yourdiplomas high; for all the
guff this student body gives, it is still a great
place to spend four years of your existence.
Juniors, stake your claim. You are viewed as
apathetic followers who could not lead a starv-
ing person to food or water if you were in a
grocery. Don't get angry at me for stating
what others say, do something about it. It is
your life, take a hold of it.
What I say is not personal, but merely the
things that many discuss under their breath
and behind backs. I have never been in a
position to tell someone they are arrogant
without it seeming personal. I get along with
most or all of the aforementioned people, but
arrogance is uncalled for at this College.
I am in an unusual position. For once the
Voice is having an editor not quit. I will be
back to co-ed-it with Aaron Rupert. We have
the potential with over 75 percent of our staff
returning tocreate the best newspaper in school
history. But our abilities cannot create news,
sports, activism or apathy. We can report on
what happens. It is up to everyone, myself
included, to make something happen, not wait
for it to be reported, then complain, and fi-
nally fall back asleep in the cocoon of igno-
rance. I look forward to another emotionally
draining, academically and socially stimulat-
ing and historic year. And if not, I might
actually have to go to class.
James Koller is the Editor-in-Chi- ef of the
Voice. He took the position in humility
and will leave in the same manner. While
he hails from Memphis, he claims no
kinship to Elvis.
whether we have acted "racistically"
conciously or unconciously. Then we need to
educate the young children in elementary
school, regarding the issues of prejudice and
racism; thereby challenging the stereotypes
that people develop (through media or their
parents). Further to really combat racism we
need to discuss the implications of home en- -
vironmentand inequality socially. Other were
more grand in their ideas to fight prejudice.
Brian Friedman '97 suggested that we "de-
segregate our metropolitan areas." Kurt Fung
'00 had an even more elaborate (and interest-
ing) notion: "though it may be costly, some
time should be alloted to living in either one of
two environments: I ) non-western-adapt- ing
part of another nation or 2) a very diverse part
of the U.S. (i.e. Appalachia. small foreign
communities throughout America)."
In summation, perhaps the best route to
combat prejudice in our lives and globally
as well, would be to start small and personal
and work up: start with a re-evalua- tion of the
self, then perhaps the government could take
over and begin the education process of
showing how the "other" lives and perhaps
even instigating a program where people can
see and feel how the other half survives.
Education, awareness and exposure are per-
haps the best tools we have to achieve a
prejudice-fre- e world.
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Assistant editor reflects on a career in journalism
Susan 's last (and only 2nd ever) editorial that spansfour years of College andjournalism
It would be rather difficult to say that this
year has been an uneventful year for the Col-
lege. A quick perusal through the back issues
of the Voice pro-SuS- ail
WlttStOCK vide a glimpse
into the many
ups and downs we have experienced during
these two semesters. The year began with
several sad events, as we lost members of our
community to untimely death and we found
ourselves grappling with issues of mortality at
ages we least expected to. The beginning of
the year was also marked by a renewal of this
institution, as we witnessed the induction of
R. Stanton Hales as the College's 10th presi-
dent.
In the pages of theVoice in subsequent
months, we wrote about vandalism, both in-
side the walls of Bissman and outside all the
dorms where the new signs were beheaded,
leaving lonely white posts to pierce our front
yards. SGA again hit the headlines, with
traces of controversy over their funding prac-
tices and with the peaceful coup called
K.O.A.L.A which took over their weekly meet-in-g
on Oct. 2. As usual, we had the gamut of
lectures to attend, whether we wanted to see
the Guerrilla Girls in action or hear James
Carville and Mary Matalin talk politics. As
the year wore on, we covered the College's
search for a new vice president for academic
affairs, culminating in the selection of Bar-
bara Hetrick. Student issues ranging from
concerns over piping and dancing instructors
to women's issues to race relations also found
their place in print, sometimes as celebrations
of what can be done, and sometimes as frus-
tration over what isn't done. This small list of
Wooster events and concerns is merely the
very tip of a very large iceberg, as anyone who
has spent more than five minutes on this
campus can attest to.
As I prepare to graduate and leave this
place, I find myself giving a lot of thought to
what I've seen and done during my four years
here. Except for last year, when I took time off
from this paper for the first semester and spent
the second semester studying abroad, I have
been a Voice staff member since my first
Sunday on campus, when then editor Judy
Nichols assigned me an article about physical
improvements on campus over the summer.
Judy has long since left to work for the "Chris-
tian Science Monitor" and, given the Voice's
large turnover from year to year, now only
myself and our Living Arts editor are left to
serve as relics from that 1993-9- 4 year.
Being a journalist on this campus has not
always been easy. Although I'm not exactly
shy, and am certainly less so now then when
I was a first-yea- r, I have never been terribly
comfortable hounding individuals to make
them tell me things I know they don't really
want to tell me. Like most people, I want to be
liked, and it's not exactly endearing to be that
person who keeps leaving messages on your
machine asking for interviews. At times, the
job can be overwhelmingly thankless, as
people are very comfortable telling you what
they don't like and rather short on sharing
with you what they do like. The worse thing,
though, is the many people who don't seem to
care either way, and leave us wondering
whether anyone out there is reading what
we've spent hours each week preparing for
them, hoping to make them better informed
and to improve their lives in some small way.
I'm sounding much more negative then I
want to, though. I love this paper, and I really
have enjoyed the time I have spent on it. So
many people over the years have been ex-
tremely helpful to me, willing to give inter-
views and provide any information I requested
from them about whatever it was they hap-
pened to do. Journalism is a funny activity in
that it's one of those things you do because
there are lots of other things to do. Let me
explain. Writing is my activity, but that activ-
ity is made possible because I'm writing about
everyone else's activities. My work on the
Voice has given me the opportunity to attend
SGA meetings, to interview faculty about
committees they work on, to interview stu-
dents about fellowships they have won or
places they have visited and to visit offices
and classrooms I wouldn't normally have any
other reason to go into.
As part of that process, I've witnessed many
sides of Wooster I wouldn ' t have encountered
had I been going about my life as a non-report- er.
As many of us know, there are only
so many activities any one of us can handle
being involved in, and although my contact
with many groups has been on a very limited
basis, the glimpse that an interview or two
with the people involved in certain groups has
provided me with a fairly strong sense of what
many Wooster students, faculty, administra-
tion and staff are up to.
The conclusion I've come to is that, despite
its many flaws, Wooster is a good place: It's
filled with people who are working hard and
who care about the things they're working hard
for. Students who are concerned about learning,
about the environment, about equality, about
hunger, about faith. Professors who really want
to teach-- , who genuinely care about their stu-
dents, who work to gently push us along that
path to full-fledg- ed adulthood, and who chal-
lenge us to reach our potential and beyond.
Administrators and staff persons who will listen
to our concerns and who have committed them-
selves to the College because they realize that
something special is going on here.
Of course, there are those here who don't fit
the above definitions. Apathy is not an un-
known quantity on this campus, and at times
it can seem like more of us are concerned with
anything but ourclasses (professors included)
and that all many people are doing here is just
enough to get by so they can get their diploma.
The administration is not always particularly
responsive to student concerns, staffers are
not always helpful in solving dilemmas, and a
lot of problems and concerns do get shoved
underneath the tartan carpets. However,
Wooster is a small part of the world-at-larg- e,
and if anyone expects this place to be immune
from the corruption that permeates so much of
the bigger world, they'd be better off some-
place that lets them kept their blinders on;
someplace unlike Wooster that doesn't teach
them to think for themselves.
I'm not much for editorials. This isonly the
second signed one I've written during my
time here, although as a memberof the Voice's
editorial board I have written many unsigned
editorials. I've always seen my job as being a
'fact' finder and organizer, and left the com-
menting to others. As an editor and a writer, it
has been my privilege to attempt to under-
stand issues and events and to find a way to
present that understanding as clearly and accu-
rately as possible to our readers. As a student,
I find myself drawn into many of the issues I
cover, becoming concerned about how the
actions of others will affect my life and the
lives of my friends. Since I am a journalist,
I have done my best to keep the beast of
personal bias at bay, struggling toensure that
this publication's articles are as fair a repre-
sentation of the viewpoints and actions of
others as we can possibly make them.
So, my time at the Voice has come to an end.
I leave the job of writing and editing to subse-
quent staffs and pray that they will learn from
and love this unpaid job as much as I have. I
can only hope that this campus has some idea
how lucky we are to be able to freely share
information, to publish it for public forum and
to discuss issues openly. Free speech is a gift
we all too often take for granted. Next year,
Wooster will carry on, and there will be new
debates to deal with, new events to cover and
new scandals to uncover, as hard as that may
be for us seniors to believe. Those of you who
will still be here, I hope that you will do next
year's staff a favor, and get out there and take
advantage of everything this campus has to
offer and make something happen. Free speech
only works when there's something to say.
Susan Wittstock is the Assistant Editorfor
the Voice and Medina County Gazette reli-
gion section editor elect. She looks forward
to using A P style for the rest of her life. Or so
she says:
If we close the door, the night could last forever
Well, here it is. The end of the road.
I'm not sure what to say.
I was going to write Steve Penrod's com- -
mencement addressRyan Murrey for him and run it in
' this space, but alas,
today I discovered that our fearless leader will
not be gracing us with his supreme wit and
oratory skills for one last lime but instead it
will be the person with
the highest GPA over
four years. I don't have
the writing ability or
time to try to out-wri- te
someone smarter (or at
least more patient) than me.
It was going to be a pretty funny, too. I had
a whole list of things I was going to incorpo-
rate into it: some Howard Lowry quotes, some-
thing about a bridge to the 21st century, a
digression on how commencement was a be-
ginning and not an end, aTom Cruise quote or
two and excessive use of beaurocratic acro-
nyms like ASAP and FYI.
Yeah. It was a disappointment to me, too.
So now, having decided to spare the 'Rod,
I have to spoil something.
But I'm not feeling too much like the victor.
As my father keeps annoyingly and inces-
santly telling me, it's time for real life now.
I'm not sure I know what that is, I'm not sure
A career!
A career
Now lets consider the career. The same
thing, day in, day out. A job you love, some-
thing you enjoy doing. I've had things in my
life that I've loved and enjoyed doing, but
none of those things or my relationships with
those things seem to last for any duration.
Besides, the idea of doing something I love
Now lets consider the career. The same thing, day in, day out. A job you love, something
you enjoy doing. I've had things in my life that I've loved and enjoyed doing, but none of
those things or my relationships with those things seem to last for any duration.
he really knows, either. His definition seems
to be something about a house, some kids, a
wife at some point, and a new car of any make
or model (preferably a Ford).
And then there's this thing he calls a career.
A career.
A career?
and receiving money for it, while it may be the
oldest profession, seems to me a bit like pros-
titution. So before I kneel down or bend over
backwards for The Man, I'd I ike to fool around
a bit and try my hand at some of the more
romantic professions: tending bar, waiting
tables, writing my novel. Even though the pay
may be cruddy and the conditions less than
ideal, and implications of my father's sex life
aside, I'd much rather make love than per-
form sex:
And who wouldn't?
There are a few, as there always will be. I'm
grateful for those few, too. They do the dirty
work so I don't have to.
So, to those people who after graduation
who will be making a lot of
money and sleeping on those
luxurious brass beds while I'm
sleeping on my futon in my
squalid apartment, remember
where you came from.
That's it. my last public editorial, probably
forever. I leave the Viewpoints section in the
capable hands of Sarah Fenske.
And to close, I'll say what I always say
after I've had a good time...
Thanks for the ride.
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Frozen toes and other assorted parts. An annual
tradition, the Betas ran to Kauke and back with several
inches of snow on the ground and a very few inches of
clothing on their bodies. photo by Kric M. Bakken)
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The cast of "for colored girls. The play, written by
poet Ntozake Shange celebrated African Amnerican
woman and played to sold out audiences, (photo by
Matt Dilyardi
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President Hales and the induction speaker Edward O. Wilson' enjoy the limerick
written by poet Ronald Wallace for the inaguration . Hales became the 10th president
of the College during the September 7 ceremony, (photo by Kric M. Bakken)
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Bolting to a 7-- 3 finish, the Scot football team had its best finish in 27 years, (photo
by David Heisserer)s
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A Coca-Col- a crew films the pipers at play in Low ry. The
commercial is tentatively scheduled to be released nationally on
May 13. (photo by David Ileisserer)
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Barbara Hetrick is the
next Vice President
forAcademic Affairs.
Hetrick, who will be the
first female to hold the
position, is known for her
vivacious personality and
strong national credentials,
(photo courtesy Harriet
Wise Photography)
Severance Art Center in the early stages of renovation. This cavernous space will
someday play host to the best that Wooster's art students have to offer. Too bad the
addition won't be as pretty as this photo, (photo by Hope Miller)
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Year in Review: The thrills, the spills and the Coke
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'96-9- 7: Best of times, worst of times Farewell, cruel Woo
A review from the mouths ofthose who know best: we who lived it A poem offarewellfrom the Features laureate
SARAH FENSKE
This year has been a remarkable
one for The College of Wooster. It
is a year that has seen a new presi-
dent, a new campus minister, and a
new. rubberized McGaw. We have
witnessed incredible athletic sea'
sons, the selection of a new (viva-
cious!) Vice President of Academic
Affairs, and the beginnings of what
looks like an obstreporous battle-
ship thrusting its prow out over the
quad (e.g., a new, remodeled Sever-
ance Art building, but why quibble
about the details?). We have seen
three Voice editor-in-chieve- s, two
SGA presidential candidates (down
from the five of last year), and one
major funding fiasco. We have seen
coolness, and we have seen people
lose it.
For a year with all these valleys
and peaks, there is no single expe-
rience that stood out for every stu-
dent as the most remarkable. Each
collegian has his own idea of what
the best moment of the year was, a
moment that might not even enter --
the consciousness of his neighbor.
Sarah Kruse '99, for example,
identified her best moment as
"shaking Bob Dole's hand at a
was "the point at which I achieved
sudden enlightenment." Explaining
that the moment occurred in early
November, Cooper explained that
the enlightenment came while "I ate
deep-frie- d falafel, doused in
Cattleman's Gold Sauce and served
on grilled Pollock loins." That
"Losing very special people on this
campus in the first semester was
hard." Roberts, a member of the
basketball team, also mentioned the
Wittenberg upset as his best mo-
ment. "Winning theconference tour-
nament at home," he said, "was the
best."
KamiMarquardt '99 had her best moment "playing
rugby at midnight in the mud duringfinals week. I
was pushing one ofmyfriend's faces in the mud. It
was awesome."
Lowry diet.
Co-cha- ir of the Wooster Volun-
teer Network, B ilal Zuberi "99, spoke
of a special moment while volun-
teering for the Junior Achievement
program in a first grade class at a
local elementary school. "I had
been to the class once, and when I
tried to enter the room for the sec-
ond time, someone who had met me
only once before called out, Hey,
your name is Bill and you're from
Pakistan!" he said. "I never real-
ized that kids that age would be so
interested in finding out something
The entire College seemed to look to the
basketball team as a rallying point, and in their
remarkable season oftriumph over tragedy, the
Fighting Scots did not disappoint.
rally in October." This answer
was. not surpisingly considering
the amount of Dole supporters on
campus, given by no other respon-
dent.
A more typical peak was de-
scribed by Terressa Skinner '97. "The
best moment," she reminisced, "was
w hen I completed my orals and they
told me I passed. I cried."
Megan Doney '97 answered along
the same lines. "Getting honors on
my I.S..definitely."shesaid. Doney.
an English major, had written an
autobiographical travel narrative
based on her journeys in Scotland.
Donnell Wyche '97 also cited
I.S.. mentioning not only its joy
but its trauma. "Completing my
I.S.. getting a job at IBM. and
receiving honors on my I.S.." the
Computer Science major said. "It
was special because you work all
year long on a project, and J he
honors was a symbol of all that
hard work that I put into it. that it
was not in vain." Wyche added, "I
lost some friends, and made other
people very angry at me, but it was
okay in the end."
Something like the honor of fin-
ishing I.S. was achieved by David
Cooper '99, whose greatest moment
about me."
Joe Al len '97, Sports Editor of the
Voice, had a good moment that was
also related to his extracurricular po-
sition. "Losing Phil Yontz during the
first week of school presented mul-
tiple challenges to the Scot basketball
team, however, they overcame these
obstacles and excelled with their sea-
son culminating with the emotional
win over Wittenberg for NCAC tour-
nament championship," he said. To
introduce a bad moment, Allen noted,
"The attendance at women's bas-
ketball games was atrocious. It was
indicative of the lack of respect
people have for women's basket-
ball."
Sports in general were a big part
of this year's news. The entire
college seemed to look to the bas-
ketball team in particular as a ral-
lying point, and in their remark-
able season of triumph over trag-
edy, the Fighting Scots did not
disappoint.
The tragic deaths of Yontz.
Taraba. and Risley were most often
mentioned as the worst moment of
the year. Many people spoke of the
sadness of the deaths and the funerals
as the lowest moments of their year.
Chad Roberts "98 said simply.
SGA Senator Caitlin Pine '00
decided that her worst moment was
the KOALA Manifesto. "They made
such a big deal out of it," she said.
"Like SGA was going to block them
or something, and they could have
just come in any time. And WCWS
came out and broadcast it ... It was
just very surreal and funny." Pine
remembered another worst moment
' that was not so funny. "The first
funding meeting," she said. "That
was the worst because of all the
really racist things that were said.
Or more ofjust an undertone I guess.
But that really pissed me off."
Some of the best times were pure
spontaneity. Kruse spoke of a snow-
ball fight on a cold December night.
"On the way home from the Raj,
four of us just started a random
snowball fight, and all of a sudden,
20-2-5 people just joined in," she
explained. "We met new people
face to face --on the ground."
Kami Marquardt '99 had her best
moment "playing rugby at mid-
night in the mud during finals
week. I was pushing one of my
friend's faces in the mud. It was
just awesome." Marquardt's sad-
dest moment? "Hobbles, my ham-
ster, died. Of old age. He was
three.'' she said sadly.
The only academic moment cited
by anyone was from Mayura James
99. "Jumping from a C-- to an A on
a paper for a certain tough profes-
sor." she said. "I found out that you
just have to use a lot of parenthetical
references."
Jody Price '00 learned a different
type of lesson. "My worst moment
was the time I ran into a tree and cut
my eye," he said. He explained, "I
was coming back from a party in
questionable condition and just ran
right into it. My eye was bleeding!
The next day was bad too. I tried
many times, but I just couldn't get
up."
Price's best moment was also a
little sketchy. "All my best mo-
ments would either be X-rat- ed or
not something to share with the rest
of the campus," he said. Discretion
is always a good thing.
i -
illustration by Lucten Holmes
LUCIEN HOLMES
Closure, 1997
The air is crisp, the sky is gray, the frost lies all around
And mercury is plummeting like snowflakes to the ground.
It's been this way since last November; we can safely say
That spring is in the air in lovely Wooster. U.S.A.
The sun retreating gently in the evening's waning light
Shows broken bottles shimm'ring outside Bissman every night.
Hark! The beery shouts that waft like angel's voices fill
The weekday night in harmonies atonal, sharp, and shrill.
The charcoal of the barbecue, the tangy sauce's zest.
The unmistakable bouquet of fine "Milwaukee's Best,"
A brand-ne- w Rawlings softball, and the ping of metal bats
All herald spring's arrival - to some extent ersatz.
But though the trees sprout seemly buds, they also block the sun
The springtime has a darker side, 'tis not all games and fun.
For like the Phoenix, spring from wintry ashes does arise;
Though welcome in the new, it's also time to say goodbyes.
Farewell to boring classes in which minutes passed like hours;
And welcome now the new day, bid adieu to last year's flowers.
Damn the classes where we have to have portfolios
(We only ever really do last-minu- te work for those).
And is there any student here who could refuse to damn
The final days of reckoning: the Week of the Exam?
Farewell to all professors who were dry as last week's toast;
And welcome now the new day, go forth living life the most.
So here's to you, O seniors, your IS's long complete.
And here's to Lowry quiche that we have finally learnt to eat.
The beer-soake-d halls of Armington, I raise to you my cup(I'm counting on the Xi Chi's, though, to fill the thing back up).
Wooster. we have given to you our best years and though
Of course you have your flaws, we've got a few ourselves, we
know.
We end the year with happiness that's tempered by the grief
Of knowing part of coming is to know you'll have to leave.
And down the road? Who knows? Why, we may one day meet
again;
In case we do, remember all our good times until then. .
77if following is reprinted from
"How to watch a cricket match. "
with permission from The C. C. Mor-
ris Cricket Library Association.
Cricket's similarity to baseball is
limited to the fact that both games
use a bat and ball almost every-
thing else is different. There are
only 10 "outs" in cricket compared
with 27 in baseball, so each "out" in
cricket (or any catch that is dropped )
is about three times as important as
in baseball. Also, in cricket the two
umpires (traditionally distinguish-
able from the players by their long
white coats) only give decisions on
outs when "appealed" to and there
are no "rhubarbs."
The cricket "pitch" consists of a
stretch of turf or matting in the
middle of a large field. It has two
wickets 22 yards apart, each con-
sisting of three round wooden
"stumps" standing 28 inches high.
The distance across these stumps is
nine inches. Lying loosely in grooves
across the top of the stumps are two
small pieces ofwood called "bails." A
whitewashed line, called the "bowl-
ing crease," is drawn on the turf in line
with the wicket and a similar line,
called the "popping crease," isdrawn
parallel to it, four feet in front of the
wicket. The batsman, must have one
foot behind the popping crease.
The bat has a handle about 12
inches long made of laminated cane
and a willow blade, flat on one side.
4 14 inches wide and about 22 inches
long. Cricket bats weigh slightly
over two pounds. The ball has a core
of cork around which are wound
layers of fine twine and thin cork
shavings until the proper size is
reached, when a cover of heavy red
leather is sewed on with six parallel
seams. Its circumference is about
nine inches, and its weight between
5 12 ounces and 5 34 ounces - it is
slightly smaller but heavier than a
baseball - and harder. The batsmen
and wicket keeper usually wear pro-
tective leg pads and gloves, but all
others play barehanded.
The game is played between two
teams, each of 1 1 players. The cap-
tains toss for "innings" and the win-
ning captain has the choice of his
team batting or fielding first. Two
men are always at bat at the same
time, one at each wicket. Each team
stays at bat until ten of its men are out.
One man on each team is therefore
recorded as "not out" since he cannot
continue at bat without a partner.
The bowler delivers the ball,
stiff-arme-d, toward the wicket, from
behind the popping crease. The
wicket-keep- er stands behind the
wicket at the opposite end of the
pitch with duties rather like a catcher
in baseball. The bowler's objective
is to hit the batsman's wicket or to
cause him to pop up and be caught,
using speed or strategy to achieve
this and usually bouncing the ball
off the ground in front of the bats-
man. Most bowlers can impart a
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Cricket explained: how to watch Babcock Exposed
Now that Wooster has a team, you need to know how to cheer
sr- - - f. -
Anindya Mukherjee in an indoor practice. pnoto ty tnj bakken
spin to certain balls so that on bounc-
ing they have a deceptive "break" or
change of direction.
Afterlhe bowler has delivered six
balls (eight in Australia and some-
times in the United States), the um-
pire at the bowler's end cal Is "over":
the fielders change positions and
another bowler bowls from the op-
posite end - open with a different
arrangement of the fielders based
on his different style of bowling.
The batsman'sjob is todefend his
wicket with his bat. His secondary
objective is to score runs by hitting
the ball into the field in any direc-
tion far enough so that he can run to
the other wicket before the ball is
fielded and thrown in. (There are no
fouls in cricket.) As the batsman
runs, his partner also runs to the end
the batsman has left. They may conr
tinue this, back and forth, until the ball
is thrown back in to either wicket.
Unlike baseball, the batsman is not
.
required to run after he hits the ball.
However, he wants runs, and each
time he travels safely the distance
between the wickets he scores a run.
When the ball is hit to the boundary
on the ground, it counts as an auto-
matic four runs without the batsmen
actually running; while if it goes
over the boundary on the fly, six
runs are recorded for the batsman.
There are 20 or 30 fielding posi-
tions with specific names on a cricket
field, many more than the available
fielders. The captain, after consul-
tation with his bowler,. distributes
his men in the positions where he
thinks they will be most useful, based
.
on the type of bowling and the kind
of batsman at bat.
In many instances, the mere stop-
ping of a grounder by a close-i- n
fielder will deter the batsman from
attempting a run. This is a major
difference from baseball where any
ball hit fair starts a play.
A batsman can be "out" in the
following principal ways (there are
others):
"Bowled" - if the bowler hits the
wicket with the ball and the bails are
dislodged.
."Caught" - if the ball, after being
struck by the batsman is caught by any
fielder before it touches the ground.
"Stumped" - if a batsman gets
outside his popping crease and the
wicket-keepe- r knocks off the bails
with the ball.
"L.B.W."or"Leg Before Wicket"
- if the batsman stops with his legs
or body a bowled ball which did not
first hit his bat and which, in the
opinion of the umpire, would have
struck the wicket.
"Hit Wicket"- - if a batsman knocks
a bail from his wicket while batting.
"Run Out" - if a bail is knocked
off a wicket by a fielded ball while
the two batsmen are trying to make
a run. In this case the batsman near-
est to that wicket is out.
Residents discuss the pros, cons and
misconceptions of the cross-cultu- re donn
JAMES ROLLER
It is located in the center of cam-
pus, housing over 100 Woosler stu-
dents. It has the closest thing the
College could call true diversity. If
one wanted to see what can happen
when people of.different cultures
co-exi- st, Babcock Hall would cer-
tainly be the place to go. Yet, most
people don't ... why?
Sam Tarn '99, hails from Athens,
Greece. Having lived in Babcock
for the past two years, he is one of its
most well- -
known occu- -
pants. He hunts Turning philosophical,
and pecks at the fukherjee said, "Tookeyboard mum- - , . , . .COOks Spoil themanybling about the
overdue work he broth," recommending
needs to start, instead, "sack
When asked CQoks
about his
Babcock experi- - '
ences. Tarn gives a now-infamo- us,
"Geez, that's a good question!"
Returning to earth, or at least his bed
on the top bunk of room 303, he
cites the living environment as
Babcock' s best feature. "The people
who live in Babcock are generally
very friendly. The character of the
dorm makes me comfortable."
Tarn's roommate from Botswana,
Edwin Palm '99 likes the privacy
that the spacious rooms offer. He
has a computer, a TV, a VCR and a
stereo to keep him company. Be-
sides studying, playing computer
games is his favorite hobby. He is
a simple man, not hard to please.
Palm likes everybody in the dorm
"as long as they let me play m-tre- k."
He will return next year,
saying that he plans to offer sup-
port and assistance to the first-year- s.
A common thread among most
people's complaints about Babcock
centers around the misconception
that it is only an international dorm.
The truth is, however, that only 40
percent of the dorm's residents are
from abroad. Even with the re-
maining majority from the states,
some do not feel that the dorm is
rcpresentati ve of the rest of the cam-
pus. "When you think of Babcock,
you think of ISA ..." Tarn offered.
To gel out and see the world. Tarn
will be moving into Armington
next year as a member of the Xi
Chis.
Unlike upperclassmen. first-yea- rs
are usually not in Babcock by choice.
Chaudry Ghafoor '00 was one of
those placed in Babcock this year.
He feels that the computer room is
one of the dorm's greatest assets.
"No matter how late you stay up.
there's always some other loser up,"
said Ghafoor, who does not like to
be the only one up.
Ghafooralso saw the weekly dorm
meetings as a way of getting to
know everyone. Because of the
dorm meetings, the Pakistani native
said that "everyone knows every- - ,
one else.'
This spring. Babcock held an in-dor- m
table tennis tournament, which
had more participants than the Scot
Lanes all-Colle- ge tourney. Ghafoor
remarked that this was a sign of how
well the dorm communicates when
it wants.
The tourna
some
ment was orga-
nized by Assis-
tant Resident Di-
rector Anindya
Mukherjee '97.
Mukherjee en-
joyed the year as
a whole, even
though it washis
""" only as a
Babcock resident. There were also
many programs organized by the
dorm that were open to the campus
community at large. Some of the
events included Halloween trick-or-treati- ng
for the children of the
city, Diwali Festival of Lights and
the ever-popul- ar Coffee House, fea-
turing performances by the Don't
Throw Shoes and the Scot Pipe
Band.
Mukherjee said that he wished he
had more time to participate in the
dorm's activities. "I don't have the
time to enjoy Babcock," said
Mukherjee. This might have to do
with his senior status or there being
too many functions. Turning philo-
sophical, Mukherjee said, "Too
many cooks spoil the broth," rec-
ommending instead, "sack some
cooks."
The Big Indian enjoyed his time
on the whole especially the interac-
tion of being an RA on a primarily
first-ye- ar floor. Mukherjee said he
enjoyed "dealing with issues that I
dealt with as a freshman."
Most residents are in agreement
that the dorm should stress its image
as a dorm for all people and is not
inclusive. As Ghafoor said, "There
are more people coming to Babcock
to hang out than Babcock people
going to other dorrtis."
It is noteworthy to remind every-
one that there are several events that
everyone on campus is invited to
attend throughout the year. People
who give Babcock a try once usu-
ally return to visit more frequently
thereafter. Babcock is one of the
few dorms on campus that outsiders
can actively participate and feel
comfortable, regardless of gender
or ethnicity. It is up to the campus
community to give it a try and de-
cide for themselves whether it is
worth our interest.
true.
-- Bathroom stalls, or library study
tables, are the only places that real
issues gel discussed
-- While meeting Wooster students
coincidentally at a place other than
Wooster. il is suddenly okay lo talk
with someone outside of your estab-
lished social click.
-- Senioritis usually sets in some-
time around the beginning of sopho
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What the brochures don 't tellyoi
miide for the next croo that will
NAT MISSILDINE
RYAN MURREY
Yu only learn hy coming l the
end of something and ihc beginning
i l si wicthing clse.- - r so wc' vcJieard.
in which case ihc following evi-
dence of knowledge doesn'l have
any value.
Yes. the game is up. As seniors
we have arrived lo where wc always
imagined we mighl one day be- - on
(he twilight ol the undergraduate
career. As much as we try lo resist
a thanks-for-lhe-mcmoric- s, this-is-the-end-- of
the beginning yearbook
letter, the need for some degree of
closure on the college experience
lingers like a hammering tequila
hangover. We decided tocompile a
list of the things that we have learned
about this place that has defined the
last four years of our late adoles-
cenceearly adulthood. Wc wanted
to record, for time eternal, the truths
that wc have uncovered along the
way. These are (hose unofficial
things that most people know, but
often go unsaid. So wc arc going to
say it. Mere is a collection of what
we have gathered over the years at
this most quirky of places where the
weather is wet. the faculty is liberal
and the booe comes from a drive-thr- u.
A partial listing:
-- The campus breec ' .icuroses.
-- Every rumor you hear is actually
(inrvj nrvv
Lbh.
dM mivk rsj
more year.
-- By the administration's defini-
tion, 7 means diversity
--There's always room for anyone
on the burgeoning bandwagon of
bisexuality.
-- Student government is as essen-
tial, as influential and as effective as
it was in high school, but without
the popular kids.
-- Ifyourromanticrelationshipsur-
Alle's farewell music review
ALLE PARKER
This past week. Rolling Stone re-
leased its list of the most important
records of all lime. To be quite
honest. I was impressed by the di-
versity and boldness of some of
their selections. It was long ago that
Rolling Stone ceased to be the me-
dium for youth music culture. Since
then, the rag has become about as
trendy as Downtown Julie Brown.
Nevertheless, many of Rolling
Stone's choices were quite progres-
sive. They included a lot from the
fringes of the rock and not much
from its center. Anyway, the list
inspired me to come up with my
cwn sort of musical documentary.
As many of ynj may know, this
column represents my last effort as a
staff writer for The Wooster Voice. I
graduate in less than two weeks, and it
isdoublful that my pen will ever grace
these pages again. Hence in a futile
attempt to go out with somewhat of a
bang, I present my list of the ten most
important records I have come in con-
tact with while at WKster. Some are
arguable; one is laughable; ALL rep-
resent my OPINION!
10) The Swampass Tapes I'm
not even sure if these guys ever put
out anything besides a collection of
cassettes that used to lay around the
WCWS studios my freshman year.
But, on the merit of those tapes and
some song about cutting your penis
off and eating it like a sausage. I
have to include Swampass on this
list. Besides, they were my first real
exposure to "college" music.
9) All Eyez On Me 2 Pac's
double album stands as his quasi-la- st
will and tcstamcnl. It is true that
Machiavelli was released after his
death, but "AliEyez" seems to be an
all-encompas-
sing statement regard-
ing Shakur's artistic vision and im-
portance as a young Black leader in
these turbulent times.
8) 1200 Curfews The Indigo
Girls' live double album is just plain
impressive. At almost an hour and
a half in length, it provides a glimpse
into what its like to see these soulful
women perform live.
7) Jars of Clay They released
their self-title- d debut in late 1995; it
was one of the first Christian rock
records lo cross into mainstream
music in the modern era. Props to
them for proving that faith doesn't
have to suck.
6) Life After Death The Notori-
ous B.I.G.'s eerily prophetic vision
of his untimely demise makes this
one a keeper, as does the tight pro-
duction and plethora of guest stars.
5) Watusi This was the first US
major label release for the only band
in British history to sell more records
than the Beatles, the Wedding
Present.
4)lllmatic Nas debut redefined
the way that the hip-ho- p generation
thought about lyrics and steelo. His
flow is hypnotizing and this record
easily represents the best emcee
performance of the past four years.
3) New Adventures In Hi-F- i
Yuck, I know its an REM record, but
I have to include it. Athens' favorite
sons once again transcended thcirown
previously imposed boundaries; that
makes this one a winner.
2) Enter The Wu-Tan- g (36 Cham-
bers) What can I say; this record
spawned a hip-ho- p legacy so long
its still going.
I) Grandpaw Would Ben Lee
was only 16 when he recorded this
effort. He just may be the future of
pop.
So, with that I guess I am out of
here ... PEACE!
V
vives February .you've got a keeper.
-- By senior year, all the same-ye- ar
dating possibilities have been ex-
hausted because of a past relation-
ship, a past or current relationship
with one ofyour friends or a one-nig- ht
embarassing inebriated fling.
-- I.S. is a myth.
-- Going abroad helps the
claustrophia.
-- When all else fails, masturbate.
-- The Voice staff members work
harder than any other organization
volunteers on campus.
-- When you reach senior year, you
never feel as old and mature as the
seniors you remember from years
past,
-- You always want to leave, until
you've left at which point you want
to come back.
We would like to thank the Holes,
the Object. Keg Boy, Disc Boy, the
Lass, the Cur. Omnipresent Man,
Danielle and Bobby, all the people
on the Voice staf all the girls we
loved before, Sara for writing that
scintillating letter. Security and the
loopy mass of the Wooster student
body whom we've gotten such a
kick out of for the last four years.
We extend our best wishes to the
entire class of 1997 and sincerely
hope that each of your respective
dreams one day becomes a reality,
as long as that doesn't include fill-
ing a job that was rightfully our
dream. Good luck and if you see us
at the fifth-ye- ar reunion still remi-
niscing about the witty article we
wrote at the end ofsenioryear, please
slap us.
Nat is the Living Arts Editor for
The Wooster Voice an d will be sell-
ing out in L.A. this summer.
Ryan is the Viewpoints Editorand
will be running the town of New-Concor- d
by late July.
Wanted:
A strong sense of identity.
An added dose ofmotivation and
purpose a helpful bonus. SWM,
eager and open to suggestion.
Very urgent. Must call ext. 3671
before May 12.
The Wooster Voice
would like to thank East of
Chicago Pizza Company for
making this finale possible.
The nourishment was
greatly appreciated.
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Kevin Smith's 'Chasing
lr. ' t. A
if ?
Jay and Silent Bob (director Kevin
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
I had the opportunity to see "Chas-
ing Amy," the third installment of
what some have labled Kevin
Smith's "New Jersey Trilogy."
I'm not one of these Kevin Smith
worshipers who have every line to
"Clerks" memorized and who hon-
estly believe that the director is the
next Francis Ford Coppola or some-
thing. I have only seen "Clerks"
once and remember the experience
to be less than satisfying. I felt that
the acting was worse than a high
school play and, am I mistaken, or
did the actors actually mess up their
lines in mid-senten- ce during the
film? I'm not sure, I mean,
I'm no director, but when
the actors in your film flub Kevintheir lines repeatedly,
doesn't that'eonstitute the sexuality
reshooting of a scene? I humorous,
don't know, just an idea.
Like I said, I'm no director.
So after the not-so-deserv- ed suc-
cess of "Clerks," Kevin Smith was
allotted a few more dollars to shoot
his next film, "Mallrats." I can't
really comment on the content of
this film since I haven't seen it. You
see, "Mallrats" stars Shannen
Doherty, so watching that film would
break my strictly enforced rule
which states: "Never see a movie
starring a cast member of Beverly
Hills 90210." However, from what
I ' ve heard, the i ncreased budget and
"star power" could not help this
second effort of Smith's.
Of course, I have an open mind
and a forgiving heart, so when I
stated hearing good things about
S
1
v-
-
Smith) in Smith's romantic comedy
"Chasing Amy," I decided not to let
Smith's past mistakes effect my
judgment of his newest endeavor.
In the film, Holden and Banky
(Ben Affleck and Jason Lee, respec-
tively) are comic book artists who
have been friends for 20years. While
promoting their work at a comic
book convention in New York City,
a certain female comic book artist
named Alyssa (played by Kevin
Smith's real-lif- e girlfriend, Joey
Lauren Adams) catches Holden's
eye. They share a few drinks and a
nice chat, and, before he knows it,
Holden is smitten by the lovely
Alyssa'scharms. What Holden does
not know, however, is that Alyssa is
Smith tackles the issue of
successfully by using
fast-pace- d dialogue.
really a lesbian. At first Holden is
put off by this revelation, but gradu-
ally he and Alyssa become good
friends, unfortunately making
Holden all the more confused about
his feelings towards her. He finally
decides to professes his love to
Alyssa, despite the fact that he knows
the consequences of this action could
be disastrous to their strong friend-
ship. Holden's love ofAlyssa causes
her to question her own sexual iden-
tity, and ihe rest of the film deals
with how each character explores
theirown feelings towards their cur-
rent and past sexual experiences.
In "Chasing Amy," Kevin Smith
tackles the issue of sexuality suc
Amy'
for the '90s "Chasing Amy.'
cessfully by using humorous, fast-pac- ed
dialogue and actors who genu-
inely work well with each other.
Smith's writing in this film is very
good; he tackles issues that, under
normal circumstances, people would
be afraid to raise for fear of not
being "politically correct." How-
ever, sometimes the character's in-
dividual rants became rather lengthy.
The characters themselves were
well-writte- n. A personal favorite of
mine was Hooper X (Dwight Ewell),
a gay friend of Holden and Banky's
who is forced to pretend to be the
stereotypical ly angry African-America- n
male in order to sell his comic
books. The audience is treated to a
great scene from this charac- -
ter about how the "Star Wars"
trilogy is full of racist propa-
ganda.
Joey Lauren Adams, who
plays Alyssa. must be the
; long lost twin of Renee
Zellweger (the actress who
played Dorothy in "Jerry Maguke"),
because she had the squinty-eye- d,
pouty-lippedlhingdownc- old. Adams
plays her character fairly well, al-
though in an annoyingly high-pitch- ed
voice that can really wear on your
nerves, especially in the long, emo-
tional speeches that Smith has written
for her character.
All of these slight imperfections
aside, I'd have to say that although
it's taken him three tries. Smith has
finally made a film that warrants his
praise as a director. This was a
entertaining film. Far from the days
of his unfunny exploits in a conve-
nience store. Smith's talent as a film-
maker is beginning to reveal itself.
Orchestra performs
year-en-d concert
NEWS SERVICES
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra, conducted by Jeffrey Lindberg,
will present its final concert of the
season tonight.
Highlights of the evening's per-
formance include a Concert Piece
in F Major for Four Horns and
Orchestra, Op. 86. by Robert
Schumann as well as "Mars, the
Bringer of War" and "Jupiter, the
Bringcr of Jollity" from Gustav
Hoist's immortal work "The Plan-
ets." The Cortet, which is com-
posed of Canton Symphony Or-
chestra horn section members C.
David Lueschen. Katherine
Brewster, Anne G. Pearson and Kent
Larmee, will be featured in the per-
formance of the Schumann work.
In addition, the concert will fea-
ture Zachary Lyman '97 from
Woodstock, Conn., as the trumpet
soloist for "The Unanswered Ques-
tion" by Charles Ives. Also on the
program is a performance of Ludwig
van Beethoven's Leonore Overture
No. 3 in C Major, Op. 72a, which
will include two off-sta- ge trumpet
solos performed by Kevin James
"97 from Library, Pa.
Sponsored by Wooster's Cultural
Events Committee, the concert will
begin at 8: 1 5 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
General admission to the concert
is $6 per person. College of Wooster
students, faculty and staff will be
admitted free. Tickets are available
at the information desk in the Lowry
Student Center or at the door the
evening of the performance.
A member of the Canton
Symphony's horn section since
1981. Lueschen also has been a
member of that orchestra's wood-
wind quintet since 1982. In addi-
tion, he has performed with the
Akron Symphony Orchestra. Erie
Philharmonic, Metropolitan Brass
Quintet, Ohio Ballet Orchestra and
Canton Players Guild.
Lueschen is an adjunct instructor
of horn at Wooster and has been the
director of the Wooster'Brass En-
semble since 1986. He also is an
assistant professor at Kent State
University and teaches at the
university's Stark Campus in Can-
ton. A graduate of the State Univer-
sity of New York at Fredonia, he
earned his master's degree from the
University of Akron.
Brewster has been a member of
the Canton Symphony since 1979
as performer, coach, teacher and
Kinder Koncert narrator. In addi-
tion, she has been active as a
freelance musician in the Cleveland
and Pittsburgh areas for several
years. Acertifiedelementary school
teacher, she also writes a biweekly
column about wines for "The Bea-
con Journal" in Akron.
A graduate of Northwestern Uni-
versity, she earned her master of
music and master of musical arts
degrees from Yale University. As a
manager and member of the Yale
Philharmonic, she worked with sev-
eral noted composers and conduc-
tors, including Aaron Copland. Rob-
ert Shaw. Pierre Boulez. Georg Solli
and Danny Kaye.
Pearson has been the principal
horn of the Canton Symphony since
1981. Additionally, she has per-
formed with the St. Louis Sym-
phony. Ohio Chamber Orchestra.
Akron Symphony; ElgmSymphony
and DuPage Opera Gudd'Orchcstra
as well as being afrequent guest
soloist for the Oberlin Friday Music-Club- .
A graduate of the Oberlin Con-
servatory of Music. Pearson also
has studied extensively with Chi-
cago Symphony hornist Richard
Oldberg, whose edition of the
Schumann Concert Piece will be
heard at the Wooster Symphony
performance. In addition to her ac-
tive performance career, she is the
assistant recordings cataloguer for
the Oberlin Conservatory Library.
Larmee, an associate professor of
horn at Kent State University and
coordinatorof undergraduate admis-
sions and scholarships at the Hugh
A. Glauser School of Music, per-
forms with both the Canton and
Youngstown symphony orchestras
as well as the Kent Brass and Wind
quintets. His other professional per-
forming experiences include princi-
pal horn with the Ohio Chamber
Orchestra, Cleveland Opera and
Ballet and Sinfonia de Camera of
Illinois. He was a charter member
of the Pro Musica Chamber Orches-
tra of Columbus and served as a
memberof the Columbus Symphony
Orchestra. In addition, he has per-
formed with the Cincinnati,
Chautauqua, N.Y., and Springfield,
111., symphony orchestras as well as
the Cleveland Metropolitan Brass
Quintet and Keith Brions' New
Sousa Band.
A graduate of The Ohio State .
University, Larmee also has studied
at the Aspen Music Festival and
Blossom Festival School. He has
served on the faculties of the Un-
iversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaig- n,
Denison University.
Hiram College and the New En-
gland Music.
Debuting in 1916 at Memorial
Chapel as the Wooster Orchestral
Society under the direction of its
founder and conductor Daniel D.
Parmelee, the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra is the second oldest, con-
tinuously performing orchestra in
Ohio. Its performances feature new
and classic works from the sym-
phonic repertory.
single scored Kinney, and a suicide
squeeze bunt from Jim Bartlett '98
scored Maibach. Bartlett also
reached first when OWU tried to get
unsuccessfully to get Maibach at
the plate. Snyder walked, and a
Jackson single scored Nowocynski.
The bases still loaded. Mihin stepped
to the plate and crushed a grand
slam. Wtoster was up 9-- 3. and
OWU's two runs in the ninth did
nothing to change things. Rodger's
record improved to 9-- 2 as Wooster
won their 32nd game.
Number 33 came just a few hours
later. The Scots jumped out to an-
other early lead with the top of the
lineup performing with typical
power. Urban started things off
with a triple to center, and Jackson
doubled to the centerfield wall and
was tagged out rounding second.
Mihin singled, and a double sliced
down the left field line by Shane
Flinner "00 scored the second run.
putting Wooster up 2-- 0. In the third,
the Scots would score another on a
towering. 365 foot homer from Matt
Jackson.
OWU scored a run off the usually
unhittable Van Dyke in the fourth.
Friday. June 20 7:30 p.m. San
Antonio Pumas (H)
Saturday, June 2 1 7:30 p.m.
Mid-Michig- an
Friday. June 27 7:30 p.m.
Kalamazoo Kingdom (H)
Friday. July 4 7:30 p.m.
( Indiana
Sunday. July 6 2:00 p.m.
Michigan Madness (H)
Saturday. July 12 7:30 p.m.
Rockford Raptors (H)
Sunday. July 13 2:00 p.m.
Indiana Blast (H
Friday. July 25 7:30 p.m.
Chicago
Saturday. July 26 7:30 p.m.
Chicago Stingers (H)
Friday. August 8 7:30 p.m. i?
Chicago
Saturday. August 9 7:30 p.m.
cr Rockford
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Scot baseball continues NCAC title chase with big wins
Wooster pummels nationally-ranke- d OWU to close in on conference crown; must beat Witt
SARAH FENSKE
It was a good week for Scot base-
ball. What else is new?
With a doubleheader on Saturday
and a three more games scheduled
for the week, the team had no rxm
for mistakes. Saturday's games were
key. with NCAC rivals Ohio
Yvc-ley- an traveling to the Art
Murray field for an intense matchup.
V.'nh aces Matt Rodgcrs '97 and
.'
. .n Van Dyke "9X on the mound.
K'i; team knew h had a g kJ chance
' i Hump ( )hio Wesley an out of con-.- .
ntion for the NCAC title.
Vofsicr jumped out to an early
... d with a ieadol'f homerun from
Trevor Urban "99. Hard-hittin- g
TravisSnyder l9 followed by slap-rm-g
a single to right. After Matt
Jackson '97 walked. Snyder and
Jackson moved alongon a wild pitch
and Snyder was able to score on a
sacrifice fly from Chris Mihin "99.
OWU followed with a run in the
third and two in the fifth, but Wooster
was not about to down softly. In the
bottom of the fifth. Bryan Kinney
00 singled, and Ben Maibach '00
walked. A Jeff Nowoczynski '99
CATCH THE WAVE
Of Outdoor Professional Soccer as it returns to Northeastern Ohio
at Byers Field in Parma
Join the Fun and Excitement as the Cleveland Caps kick off their
1997 season.
1997 CLEVELAND CAPS SCHEDULE
Friday. May 2 7:30 p.m.
Indiana Blast (H)
Friday. May 9 7:30 p.m. (
Rock ford
Friday. May 16 7:30 p.m.
Cincinnati Riverhawks (H)
Saturday. May 17 7:30 p.m.
Chicago Stingers (H
Friday. May 23 7:30 p.m.
Mid-Michiga- n Bucks (H)
Saturday. May 24 7:30 p.m.
Michigan
Sunday. June I 4:00 p.m. C?
Indiana
Friday. June 6 7:30 p.m.
Chicago .
Saturday. June 7 7:30 p.m.
Tulsa Roughnecks H)
Saturday. June 14 7:30p.m.
Kalamaoo
Sunday. June 15 2:K p.m.
Rockford Rarxws (H)
For more information
hill (216) 901-1CA- P
but Wooster answered back with
two more in the fifth. With two
outs. Jackson doubled and then
scored on a Mihin single. Mihin
later scored on Kinney's single to
left.
Ohio Wesleyan scored another in
the seventh, but there was reason to
go into the bottom of the inning.
Wooster had won their 33rd game.
5-- 2. and effectively eliminated all
NCAC competition except for. of
course. Wittenberg.
On Sunday the game was not
nearly m tidy. Capital, a typically
poor team, scored one run right off
ihc bat in the first, and Wooster
replied with two of its own. The
torrential pace set the tone for what
would be a 19-1- 1 game and win
number 34.
The first two runs were on a Jack-
son homerun shot to center which
scored Urban. In the second.
Wooster would score five more.
Back-to-bac- k doubles by Kinney
and Sean Malone '99 scored a run
with no outs. Malone scored on an
Urban grounder, and two more walks
and an error loaded the bases. A
Shane Flinner 00 double to deep
Men's LAX enters final game
JOE ALLEN
After a disappointing 8-- 7 home
loss to Kenyon on April 19, the
men's lacrosse team hit the road for
two games last weekend. Last Fri-
day, the Scots were pummelled by
Denison. 25-- 6. On Saturday,
Wooster rebounded against another
NCAC rival. Wittenberg, and re-
turned home with a slim 8--7 victory.
On Wednesday, the Scots looked to
avenge the earlier loss to Kenyon,
but came up well-sho- rt in a 12-- 3
loss. Heading into the final week-
end of action. Wooster is currently
7-- 7 overall and 3-- 3 in the NCAC.
Last Friday.-Deniso- n showed
Wooster why it is unbeaten and atop
the NCAC this year. The Big Red
simply dominated the match and
overpowered the Scot's defensive
squad. Denison scored five unan-
swered goals to start the game and
' was ahead 9-- 2 at the end of the first
quarter and 14-- 2 at the half. The Big
Red outscored the Scots 7-- 1 in the
third and Wooster played well in the
fourth quarter scoring three goals.
Unfortunately, by that time, the
game was long over.
The good news on the afternoon
was that goalkeeper Joe Borchelt
"99 slopped 25 shots. The bad news
was that 25 other shots found their
way into the net. Four Denison
players scored hat-tric- ks and 1 2 play-
ers scored on the way to their 25-go- al
afternoon. Wooster just could
not contain Denison.
Denison also turned up the de-
fense pressure, particularly on
right center scored all three: The
score: 1-- 1 . Wooster.
In the fifth, Frank Mascola "00
relived starter Drew Binkowski '00
and promptly gave up four runs, two
of them on a gopher ball. Pettorini
yanked him after eight batters, and
Chad Grim "99 stepped in to get the
final out. although another run
scored in the fifth.
In the sixth. Urban doubled to
start things off and then scored on a
Jackson double. A two-ru- n shot
from Shane Flinner scored Jackson,
and the score had risen to 19-- 5.
Capital would score six in the sev-
enth, but Wooster hung on to win
with Jeff Gostlin "99 collecting the
final out.
Win 34 notched into their belts.
Wooster turned to face Malone
again. Having crushed them earlier
in the season, they got out to a 1- -0
lead in the first and never looked
back. A Mihin single scored Urban
for the first run. and in the third.
Bartlett singled, stole second, and
scored on a Snyder sac fly. Mike
Morris '99 continued to hold Malone
scoreless, and Wooster picked up
one more in the sixth and two in the
Woostcr's top-scor- er, Chris Lee '98.
Lee was kept to a season-lo- w one
goal and one assist on the afternoon.
Ronnie Jordan '97 and Dan Furlong
98 each contributed two goals to
shine as Wooster's offensive stars
on the afternoon. .Mike Rohan 98
rounded out the Wooster scoring
with a single goal.
Wooster looked to regroup as they
faced off against Wittenberg last
Saturday. After Witt opened the
scoring at 7:59, Rohan answered 90
seconds later with Wooster's first
tally of the game. Lee scored his
first goal a minute later and the
Scots maintained their 2-- 1 advan-
tage for the rest of the first quarter.
The second quarter belonged to
Eric Williams "97 who scored two
of his three goals in the second quar-
ter. His goal production and supe-
rior defensive play put Wooster up
4-- 1 at the half.
The third quarter, however, was
all Wittenberg as they outscored
Wooster 4-- 1 . Witt scored two goals
in the opening five minutes of the
quarter and then Williams finally
answered with a goal of his own at
8:47. Wittenberg scored two addi-
tional goals to tie the game at five at
the end of the third quarter.
Lee gave Wooster the one-go- al
adv antage 90 seconds into the fourth
quarter thanks to a beautiful assist
from Rohan. Wittenberg answered
with two goals to take the lead, with
2:08 to play in the game.
Wooster came charging back in
the final two minutes and Jordan
scored with 1:14 to tie the game at
seventh. The two in the seventh
were record-breakin- g: JoshPetrash
'99 walked, and then Kinney
spanked one over the fence. It was
the 8 1 st homerun of the year for the
team, a new season record, and one
that will, undoubtedly, soon be bro-
ken.
The final score. 7-- 0. gave Morris
his seventh win of the season for a
perfect 7-- 0 record. While the team's
record is not quite perfect, no one
can argue with a record of 34-3-- 1 . . .
especially when the wins just keep
on coming.
Don't think of ii as win number
34. Think of it as 34 ... and count-
ing. Although Thursday's game
against Walsh was rained out. the
season is far from over. With a trip
to Wittenberg for the biggest game
of the year this Saturday and the
NCAC and NCAA tournaments
likely to be a bit more challenging
than the rest of the year has been,
things could get rough for the Scots.
Don't everdoubt them. though. This
is a team that can play good base-
ball. Make that great baseball.
stats courtesy of News Senices
seven. Off the draw. Wooster moved
the ball up the field quickly and
Matt Nierenberg '00 scored the
game-winnin- g goal with 0:49 toseal
the exciting victory.
It was a big afternoon for
Wooster's "Triple Threat" of Lee,
Jordan, and Williams; Williams
scored the hat-tric- k and contributed
an assist. Lee scored twice and
Jordan added a goal and ah assist on
the afternoon.
Wooster tried to carry the emo-
tion and excitement into
Wednesday's rematch against
Kenyon. The Scots looked toavenge
the earlier loss to the Lords. Unfor-
tunately, the Scots saw a different
Kenyon team which proceeded to
trounce them 12-- 3.
The Lords got out to an early lead
with five unanswered goals in the
first quarter. Wooster got back
into the game with goals from
Williams, Lee and Nierenberg to
bring the Scots within two. How-
ever, the Lords picked up the de-
fense and shut down the Scot's
offensive machine for the rest of
the match.
With the loss. Wooster dropped
to 7-- 7 overall and 3-- 3 in the NCAC.
On Saturday at I p.m.. they play
Ohio Wesleyan in a game resched-
uled from Apni 12. OWU beat
Wooster 24-- 4 in a previous match-
up. The Scots will have to be in top
shape to contend with the powerful
Bishops or else they will be check-
mated again.
stats courtesy of News Sen ices
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Women's
Team effort helps
RYAN CLARK
The Lady Scot tennis team trav-
eled to Delaware, Ohio on Friday
for its final meet of the 1997 season,
the NCAC championships, which
was hosted by the Battling Bishops
of Ohio Wesleyan University . The
number one seeded Kenyon squad
defeated the Oberlin team in the
finals to be crowned the overall
champions. The Lady Scots fin-
ished their season at fifth place in
the conference.
The fourth seeded Lady Scots
went into the first round against the
fifth seeded Gators of Allegheny
College. The two squads had re-
cently faced off in a closely con-
tended match in which the Lady
Scots won 5-- 4. The fate of their
previous meeting came down to
the last match, in which Andrea
Allen '97 pulled out a crucial three
set win at 4 singles. In the NCAC
tournament, the Gators were out
for revenge. The Lady Scots put
up a tough fight, but in the end
were overcome by the Allegheny
Women's LAX loses
JEN FERGUSON
The women's lacrosse team ended
a season filled with ups and downs
Wednesday night with an 11-- 6 loss
to Kenyon in the opening round of
the NCAC tournament. The Lady
Scots were coming off a fabulous
weekend road trip where they
slaughtered Wittenberg 1 8-- 3 on Fri-
day and Earlham 21-- 4 on Saturday
under the direction of Head Coach
Tamra Barnes and Assistant Coach
Amy Messer.
Wooster went into Friday's game
versus Wittenberg well-prepare- d.
Their offense dominated the young
Wittenberg team and the Lady Scots
lead 12-- 2 in the first half. Kate
Messer '99 opened the scoring with
a goal at 27:44 off of a Maggie
Buckingham '00 assist. Wooster
would score four more times with
goals by Buckingham, Messer, and
two by Marissa Moore- - '00 before
Wittenberg would score their first
goal of the game to make the score
5-- 1 in favor of Wooster. The Lady
Scots scored three more limes with
goals from Robin Woodard '99.
Moore and Messer before
Wittenberg would score again to
make the score 8-- 2. The first half
scoring continued for Wooster with
two Buckingham goals and a goal
each from Messer and Woodard.
The second half was just as good
for the Lady Scots as they would
allow Wittenberg to score only one
time while scoring six goals of their
own. Moore scored twice. Messer
scored three times, and Sarah Hibler
'00 scored once to give Wooster the
tennis concludes record-breakin- g season
Lady Scots place fifth at NCAC tourney; compile most season wins ever
team 5-- 4.
The match, which took place at
the OWU tennis center, began with
doubles. Atl doubles, Erin Brown
'99 and Sonia Vaidya 00 played a
tedious match that lasted for nearly
two and 12 hours. The Wooster
pair managed to outlast the consis-
tency of their opponents and won
the pro-s-et 8-- 6 to earn the point for
the Lady Scots. At 2 doubles, the
team of Allen and Emily Reseigh
'97 combined their efforts to defeat
the Allegheny doubles team 8-- 4.
The 3 doubles team of Sara
Bultman '00 and Kirsten Shriver
'98 struggled throughout the set and
eventually fell to the Allegheny pair.
In singles, the Lady Scots were
not quite as successful as they had
been when they first encountered
the Allegheny squad. However, the
team was able to win at the 2 and
3 singles spots. At 3 singles,
Reseigh played an impressive match
to defeat Allegheny's player.
Reseigh's match was significant
considering that earlier in the week
she had lost to the same woman. In
18-- 3 victory. Messer had seven
goals and two assists in the win.
Goalkeeper Susannah Sprong '97
boasted a 759t game save percent-
age.
The Saturday game at Earlham
showed much of the same kind of
play that the Lady Scots had demon-
strated against Wittenberg". Wooster
opened the first half scoring early
with a Moore goal at 29:49. Goals
by Buckingham. Messer. and Meg
Anderson '97 followed before
Earlham answered with one of their
own to make the score 4-- 1 in favor
of the Lady Scots. Wooster wasn't
finished in their first half explosion
as Buckingham scored twice more
followed by goals from Moore. Hibler
off a Messer assist, and Messer from
a Hibler assist. Buckingham com-
pleted the first half scoring with two
more goals to give Wooster the 1 1 -- 1
halftime advantage.
The Lady Scots came out strong
in the second half by answering a
Earlham goal which made the score
1 1
-- 2 with a Moore goal off a Messer
assist at 26:26. Earlham scored once
more before Greer Spicer '99 tallied
her first score of the season to make
the score 13-- 3. Hibler then scored
two unassisted goals followed by
Woodard. who scored her first goal
of the game off of a Messer assist at
1 8:43. Jeanine Edmonds '99 scored
her first goal of the season on a
Woodard assist, followed by an-
other Woodard score off another
assist by Messer. Moore scored
again before Earlham finally scored
their fourth and final goal of the
game with 3:10 remaining. Messer
this match, however, Reseigh's ag-
gressive net play pressured her op-
ponent to make errors. Reseigh's
final scores were 7-- 5, 1- -6, 6-- 3. At
2 singles, Vaidya won easily with
a score of 6-- 1 , 6--1 .
After the loss to Allegheny, the
Lady Scots then took on the Spar-
tans of Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity. The Lady Scots fought hard
to defeat CWRU with a score of 6-- 3.
This win was extremely impor-
tant because it put the team into the
bracket of the draw that plays for
fifth and sixth place rather than sev-
enth or eighth place. The Lady
Scots won both 2 and 3 doubles as
well as 2, 3, 5, and 6 singles.
With this win the Lady Scots
moved on to challenge OWU for
fifth place in the conference. At the
top doubles spot, the Lady Scots I
doubles team. Brown and Vaidya,
teamed to easily defeat a strong
OWU pair with a 8-- 1 score. At 2
doubles, Allen and Reseigh fell be-
hind early in the set. The pair then
came back to tie the set at 6-- 6, but
eventually lost to the OWU team 8- -
to Kenyon
scored once more followed by an
Anderson goal via a Moore assist to
close out the Lady Scots scoring and
give Wooster the 2 1 -- 4 victory over
Earlham. Sprong had eight saves in
the game against Earlham, who only
look 1 6 shots against Wooster.
The Lady Scots didn't fare so
well in their NCAC tournament first
round game against Kenyon. They
had narrowly beat Kenyon during
the regualr season 8-- 7. Kenyon
opened up the scoring early with a
goal at 29:32 before Buckingham
tied the game at 28:30 off of a Kerry
Hardy '99 assist. "Kenyon scored
twice more to take the 3-- 1 lead be-
fore Moore scored her only goal of
the game off of a Becca Turner '00
assist. Kenyon scored three more
times in the first half to take a 6-- 2
halftime advantage.
Wooster came out fighting in the
second half as Turner scored her
first goal .of the season off of a
Messer assist. Woodard followed
with her only goal of the game off of
a beautiful Messer assist. This made
the score 6-- 4. but Kenyon answered
with two goals before Messer scored
off of a Woodard assist to make the
score 8-- 5. Kenyon would then go
on a scoring streak where they would
lake an 11-- 5 lead before
Buckingham score her secong goal
of the game off of an Anderson
assist to make the final score 1 1 -- 6 in
favor of Kenyon, who will now ad-
vance to the second round of the
NCAC lourney.
The Lady Scots finished the sea-
son with a 5-- 9 overall record and a
4-- 3 record in the NCAC, which
6. At 3 doubles, Shriver and
Bultman defeated their opponents
with a score of 8-- 6.
In singles, the Lady Scots contin-
ued to dominate over the Battling
Bishops of OWU. The Lady Scots
racked up wins at the 2, 4, 5, and
6 singles positions. At 6 singles,
after playing a close first set, Jen
Hogue '99 crushed her opponent in
the second set. Hogue used her
powerful forehand to her best ad-
vantage and defeated her OWU op-
ponent, 6-- 4, 6-- 0.
This team victory put the Lady
Scots at fifth place in the NCAC.
This finish is a marked improve-
ment over the team's seventh place
Finish last season. The team fin-
ished with an overall record of 1 6-- 6
and with a NCAC record of 5-- 2.
The best singles record on the team.
15-- 1, belongs to Shriver at 5 singles.
Shriver also held the best singles
record last season. In doubles, the
best record is held by the 2 doubles
pair of Allen and Reseigh. These
two seniors played together for the
entire year and earned an outstand- -
in NGACs
placed them at fourth for the regular
season. Wooster experienced its
share of rebulding. but this young
team managed to pull together and
surprise many of their opponents.
Kate Messer '99 became Wooster' s
all-ti- me assist leader with 49 assists
to best Liz Conrad's '96 mark of 44
set between 1993-9- 6. She finished
this season with 32 goals and 22
assists. Marissa Moore '00 had 3 1
goals and three assists in her first
season and fellow newcomer
Maggie Buckingham '00 had 21
goals and nine assists. Robin
Woodard '99 also made a signifi-
cant contribution with her 18 goals
and seven assists and Nikki Kammer
'00 made a nice addition with her
six goals and two assists.
Defensively for the Lady Scots,
goalkeeper Susannah Sprong '97
had an outstanding season with 222
saves for a 55 season save per-
centage. Other players who made
significant contributions at defense
were Jeanine Edmonds '99, Kerry
Hardy '99. Kelsey Colvin '99, Greer
Spicer '99, Becca Turner '00, and
Sarah Hibler '00. Edmonds, Hardy,
and Turner each had one goal on the
season and Hibler finished with six
goals and two assists.
The Lady Scots are only losing
two players to graduation, Sprong
and Meg Anderson '97 who played
wel I this season and tall ied f ve goals
and an assist. Wooster has much to
look forward to next season as 'they
take this team and attempt to im-
prove upon this year's 5-- 9 record.
stats courtesy ofNews Serxices
ing record of 1 4-- 5. Additionally, in
her two years on the team, Reseigh
holds a doubles record of 27-1- 0.
Reseigh's and Allen's contributions
to the team go far beyond their suc-
cessful doubles record. As the
only seniors, the two have served
as role models for the rest of the
team throughout the season. Both
women will both be missed tre-
mendously next year. In this sea-
son, the Lady Scots tennis team
also broke a school record by win-
ning more than fifteen matches dur-
ing their season.
The players were disappointed to
learn that head coach, Roxanne
Allen, will not be returning tocoach,
but look forward to the new year
with much excitement. The details
surrounding next season remain
somewhat vague, however, the play-
ers are not concerned. The Lady
Scots tennis players have all worked
hard throughout this year and has
seen improvement as a result. The
team hopes to continue the winning
trend of this triumphant season in
the years to come.
Golf sixth
LUKE LINDBERG
This weekend, the College of
Wooster Fighting Scot golf team
finished sixth at the Ohio Wesleyan
1 7 team Schaal Shootout. The Scots
posted their most impressive team
effort of the sea-so- n. registering back
to back rounds of 3 1 7 for a 36 hole
total of 634. Once again, the Scots
were led by the efforts ofJeff Nimeh
'98, who shot two impressive rounds
of 74 and 76 respectively. His two
round total of 1 50 was good enough
for a fifth place overall finish.
Teams defeating the Scots in-
cluded Denison. who won the tour-
nament with a grand total of 609
DePauw, John Carroll. Olivet, and
Ohio Wesleyan. Denison'sgolf team
has registered impressive team vic-
tories all season and their win on
Saturday was no suprise.
Also helping out the Scot cause
were Dave Winpisinger '98. who
tied for fourteenth place overall h
posting rounds of 80 and 76. Adam
Seib '98 finished third for the Scots,
registering a 43rd place overall tin-- '
ish with rounds of 8 1 and 83. Steve
King '97 was fourth for Wooster.
and finished 46th with a two day
total of 165. Pete Wilson was the
fi nal Fi gh t i ng Scot to register, shoot-
ing rounds of 88 and 82. This show-
ing was good enough for 57lh place
This weekend, the Scots will vie
for the NCAC golf championship,
a title that has alluded them since
1 985. Coach Rich D;inch hopes his
golfers will spend most of their
tournament on the l uirway.
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Men's tennis heads
KUNAL SINGH
The men's tennis learn ended their
regular season schedule on a posi-
tive note this Tuesday, when they
wrapped up an unfinished match
against Case Western, winning by a
margin of 5-- 2. That win took the
Scots to an overall record of 13-- 7,
including a 5-- 1 NCAC record, and
sends them into the conference fi-
nals this weekend with a 2 seed
behind Denison.
When the Scots resumed their
encounter with CWRU, the match
was tied at 2-- 2. On the court for the
Scots was 5 singles Erick Gale '99.
resuming his match dow n 2-- 3 in the
second set after winning the first,
and 6 Andy Sharp 99. The Scots
needed two quick points to put the
Spartans away, and the two singles
players did not let the Scots down.
Gale overcame a slow start to rally
past his opponent 7-- 5 in the decid-
ing match, while Sharp recorded a
straight-set- s victory in his match.
As an added bonus for the Scots,
they were able to secure the doubles
point as well, a inning convincingly
against their foes.- -
I he victory against the Spartaus
concluded w hat has turned ut to be
a strong season tor the Scots. Alter
a slow start to the season at Hilton
Head, where the Scots suffered four
defeats in eight outings, the Scots
rebounded strongly thereafter los-
ing only three more matches for the
remainder of the season.
Denison has unquestionably been
Track teams travel to
BRAD TOWNSENT)
IX'spite last week's article say ing
that the NCAC meet was last week-
end, the track teams traveled to John
Carroll University lor a tri-me- et with
Oberlin and JC'I ' last Friday. In the
last tune-ti- n meet before confer-
ences, the women emerged victori-
ous with a ore of Xs pints lohn
Carroll w.-- . -,-.- mil m I w nh f'l points
f )ber'-- ' ; -- .1 xlim.l with 22
points. I ! 11 li.il nisi short of
Ji bn Cam ! -- 11" .in- - point.
-- fiS OK 'in - ik-ii- n : 1111 tin- -
ished third ai'!'
For the men. I.n. I .ma 'OO was
third in the I 'Kim dash w ith a tune of
II S seconds Jeff I Ker " anil
Tim Sir Louis "OO were in a four
way tie for tilth with a tune of I 2 )
Men's Baseball
Sat.- - Wittenberg (2) (A) I p.m.
Jordan Strauss '99 takes his impressive 13-- 5 record at 1 singles into
the dominant team in the confer-
ence this v ear. and they proved it by
overwhelming the Scots 7-- 0 in the
regular season meeting of the two
teams. The matchup w ith Kcnyon
w as always going to be more evenly
balanced, anil after losing to the
Lords in a non-conferen- ce match at
DePauw. the Scots had something
to prove when they matched up
against the Lords in conference play.
This time around, the Scots pro-
vided a much better showing of
seconds. Jamie Falquet '98. Damian
Dollard '98 and Tony Kauke '98
went 1 .2.3 in the 4()Om with times of
50.9. 5 1. 1 . and 5 1 .7. Steve Dornbos
was seventh in the event at 53.5
seconds. Andrew Dawson "99 was
first in the 8(X)m with Josh Baird'98
second and Robert Buckley "00 fifth.
Dawson and Baird repealed their
performances in the 1500. as
Dawson won by one second.
Buckley was sixth in the event and
A. non Vend was seventh. Scott
( ireenavvav was second in the KK)m
with a lime of lfv2.X. The men's
4x MOm relay team came in second
with a lime of 43.5 seconds.
In the pole vault competition. Sir
Louis was second, w ith Chad At well
"97 was third, while Jeff Kinat and
Jeff Pattison tied for fourth. Sir
The
Golf
Sat.-Sun- !- NCAC Champion- -
ships at Kcnyon
to NCACs after CWRU win
f
themselves, winning the encounter
4-- 3 behind some very spirited per-
formances.
Head Coach Hayden Schilling, is
pleased with the way things have
turned out. Given the fact that this
was a relatively young and inexpe-
rienced team, he believes that the
Scots have done fine, remarking
"we've had moments when every-
one played well." Asked about Scot
prospects at conference finals this
weekend, he believes that it will be
NCAC tourney with
Louis won the long jump, leaping
2 1 "9" and Clue Nethero was fifth.
Josh Mdrtin "00 won the shot put
with a throw of 42 feet. Shane
Bartholomew "(X) was second. Jody
Price third, and Ryan Dansak 'OO
fourth. Bartholomew-dominate- d the
discus, beating the second place fin-
isher by more than 25 feet. Dansak
placed third in the event. The
4x4(X)m refay team won in the final
event of the meet, ye! it usi wasn't
enough.
For the women. Melissa Fgmg
'9X outleaned Yvelte I'anigulli of
K'l I to w in the lOOmdash Kryst.il
Mohn '1X was fifth. Chrissy Randin
'00 was sixth and Jeannie Kosinski
"OOwas seventh. Julie Morrison "98
was fifth in the 400m. and Mohn
placed first in the l(K)m hurdles.
upcoming week in Sports:
Men's Lacrosse
Sat. Ohio Wesleyan (A) I p.m.
- J0 -- .
ft
i
pholo by Mall Dilyard
this weekend's NCAC tournament.
a tough tournament and hard to pre-
dict. Schilling reiterates the point
that Denison will again clearly be
the team to beat. He is however,
optimistic that the Scots will give it
their best shot adding that "if every-
one rises to the occasion, we w ill be
very competitive".
The Scots kick off action this
morning against Wittenberg, whom
they defeated easily in the regular
season. After that, it is likely that
they will face off against Kcnyon on
Heidi Buffington '00 was third in
the event. Michelle Poole'97 fin- -
ished first in the 800m dash with
Christy Judd '00 third. Jul.ie Heck
'97 was fifth and Beth Huffman '00
was sixth. Wooster owned the
l5(X)m run placing 1-- 6. Huffman
won the event, with Heck second.
Katherine Rath-Course- y "99 third,
followed by F.IIen Freeman "97.
Alyssa Morse '97 and Virginia
( Kgood "97. In the 300m run. Sarah
Antel "(H) was second followed by
Beth Shell and Denise Benson in
third and fourth. Sophomore I .am ie
C;ippell led the way in the grueling
4H)m hurdles, with Buffington edg-
ing out Heather Ferrari of JCU for
second. The 4xl(X)m relay team
was first, as was the 4x4(X)m team,
who annihilated the competition by
Men's Tennis
.
Fri.-Sat- .- NCAC Champion
ships at CWRU
Friday afternoon. Depending on the
outcome of that match, the Scots
will likely play Denison for 1 or
for 3 against someone else.
Of individual performers this year,
the Scots have been led by Jordan
Strauss 99. who has compiled an
outstanding 13-- 5 record at the 1
singles position. Strauss has been
dominant against his opponents this
season, and has played consistently
through the season. At 2, Bill
Marcell '99 had a great start to the
season, building an 8-- 2 overall
record before he was sidelined be-
cause of an elbow injury for almost
three weeks. Since his return, he has
taken his record to 9-- 5 overall.
Marcell will also have a pivotal role
to play in this weekends conference
finals. At the 3 and 4 spots, the
Scots have played Matt Riva '99
and Eric Bloom "97. Riva has built
a 6--8 overall record, while Bloom
stands at 3-- 1 6 for the season. Gale,
has played the majority of his
matches at 5, having compiled a 7-- I
record at that position ( 1 2-- 6 over-
all). Finally. Sharp has built the best
overall record for the Scots this sea-
son. Going into conferences, he
stands at 14-- 5.
In doubles play, while the Scots
had their troubles for much of the
season, the latter stages of the sea-
son has seen them improve their
showing in that department as well.
The team will travel toCase West-
ern Reserve University today to be-
gin their title chase in the NCAC
tournament.
title hopes
fifteen seconds.
Judd was third in the high jump,
clearing 4'9.5". and Sarah Kruse
'99 was third in the king jump, with
Rachel Kosa fourth. Kruse placed
second in the triple jump1. The shot
put was a 1.2.3 placing event for
Tracy Wilkes '99. along w ith Am-
ber Green '97 and F.bony Green '97.
Aleashia Washington '00 vvaseighth
in the event. Flxnv continued with
her line day. taking second in the
discus, with Wilkes in fourth and
Washington in seventh. Margaret
Conti "97 took firsi in the avelin
with Amber Green second anil
Wilkes fourth.
Both teams will travel to
Wittenberg today and tommorbw
for the NCAC Conference Champi-
onships.
Outdoor.Track
Fri.-Sat- .- NCAC Champion-
ships at Wittenberg
